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FORII_FORD
This report was prepared by Melpar, Inc., under
Contract No. NAS8-11975, Development of Monitoring
Techniques by Acoustical Means for Mechanical
Checkouts, for the George C. Marshall Space Flight
ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study described in this report was %o analyze
sonic signatures produced during a number of repe±i±ive operations of S3D
and P1 engine valves with the view of exploring the feasibility of mechanical
means for valve checkout using sonic data as a criterion. The data studied
was derived during operations of S3D fuel, lox and gas generator valves and
an F1 lox valve.
The valve signals were detected by Endevco accelerome%ers located
at various selected points on the valves and were recorded in both Direct
Record and FM modes. It is worth noting that the Direct Record mode is
preferred because it permits preservation of wider bandwidth than is possible
with FM for a given %ape speed. For example, at 60 inches per second, an
extended range machine will record satisfactorily only to about 20 kc in
the FM mode, while its Direct Record capability, at the same speed, is over
ten times as great. For adequate analysis, the S3D valves required a fre-
quency range of 0 to 64 kc, but an analysis band of 0 to 32 kc was adequate
%0 preserve the essential features of the F1 lox valve patterns. Recordings
were made simultaneously, on different tracks, of a given event as sensed at
various valve locations. The recorded tapes were supplied to Melpar as the
raw facsimile data.
The data on the tapes, played back at reduced speed, was initially
analyzed, using Melpar's 100 channel fine structure spectrum analyzer to
determine the frequency bands containing the sonic signature features of
greatest significance to %he analysis. The spectrographic patterns thus
developed exhibited distinctive features vividly portraying the most subtle
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details of mechanical operation. The data was subsequently reanalyzed on a
parametric basis which supplied both amplitude and frequency time functions
for the different valve operations that captured the significant information
content and preserved it in a more efficient form suited ideally to automatic
recognition of valve malfunction by pattern matching.
From the parametric analysis data it was possible to illustrate that
successive operations of the same valve produce spectrographic signatures that
tightly cluster about a mean pattern called the base-line pattern. The capa-
bility to easily ascertain deviations from these base-line patterns that
reflect valve malfunction is rather obvious. It is a fact that two deviations
were indeed found for S3D fuel valve openings and one deviation for an Pl lox
valve closing. As further confidence in the fact that the base-line patterns
form a basis of malfunction detection and indeed a basis for critical analysis
of valve operation, it has been possible to establish a one-for-one corres-
pondence between features of the parametric analysis and mechanical events in
the valve operation.
In the case of the Pl lox valve, a finding of critical importance was
that the purging noise due to persistence of actuating gas flow when the valve
is not being operated, did not prevent accurate timing measurements from being
performed nor did it obscure other critical features of the sonic signature.
Actually, differences in the purging noise patterns, before and after the oper-
ating event, served to distinguish the open from closed state.
The effects of sensor location were studied. It was determined that
the sensor location did influence the sonic signature produced amd that for
reliable malfunction detection, multiple sensors should be employed.
Additional study of F1 valve signatures is recommended and the pros-
pects for an automated malfunction detection system, based on the results so far
obtained, appear far better than was anticipated in advance of this program.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report describes the techniques employed and results
achieved in the course of analysis of sonic signatures produced b 7 repet-
itive operations of both S3D and P1 engine valves. The underlying purpose
of the study was to determine whether such an analysis would or would not
indicate the feasibility of ultimately detecting valve malfunction through
automated pattern recognition devices which would employ sonic data as the
basis for such decision making. The results all favor, and very highly
favor, an optimistic prediction for a successful mechanical checkout technique.
The following section of this report, after discussing the objective
of the work more fully, describes the analytic processes employed as well as
the means used for procuring the original data. It then considers in some
considerable detail %he analysis of the features occurring in the sonic
signa±ures of valve operation, both for opening and closing events. This
section also reviews correlations which were found to exist bei_veen many
such features and the mechanics of valve operation.
The next section, Section 3, is a brief synopsis of the quality
of data tapes, eight in a11, received from NASA.
Section 4 of this report is devoted principally to conclusions.
In particular, Section 4 discusses the statistical stability of the various
sonic signature features as they were measured over a series of operations
for a given valve and the feasibility of automated sensing of malfunction.
Section 5 is a recommendations section. In essence, it proposes
the extension of the analytic work 3ust completed. The proposed extension
is %0 be based on data derived from additional Pl engine valves and from a
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variety of engines. The purpose of this analysis is to obtain additional
statistical support for establishing a base-line of normal operation so
that machine recognition of malfunction, which would appear as a deviation
from an established pattern, could be established within a framework of
unquestioned reliability.
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2. TE_.HNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1 ObOective
The central purpose of the study program was to test the thesis that
acoustical monitoring of space vehicle engine valves could provide an entirely
adequate and satisfactory basis for mechanical checkout of their operation.
In order to establish the validity of the technique per se, aside from the
matter of ultimate method of implementation, the experimental and subsequent
analytical procedures were specifically designed to furnish answers to the
following questions:
a) Do the acoustical signature patterns essentially correlate with
what happens in the valve during operation? In other words, does a series of
similar operations produce a series of similar patterns? And, as a starting
point, will a malfunction or abnormal operation produce a recognizable
alteration of the pattern?
b) Granting the validity of the foregoing, can, in a more detailed
sense, the timing of successive events associated with a valve operation be
measured with reasonable precision from the acoustically derived data?
c) Can the patterns be adequately defined in terms of a relatively
small number of amplitude and frequency parameters? In this connection, is
it possible %o select specific frequency bands containing significant diag-
nostic information?
d) Can specific pattern details be correlated with specific
mechanical events?
e) Is the range of variation of specific pattern detail, for
normal operation, sufficiently small so that a pronounced variation may be
considered significant?
11
It should be noted that while all of these questions have a direct
bearing, as indicated above, on the validity of the acoustical signature as
reliable diagnostic information, (c), (d), and (e) in particular also relate
specificall 7 to the feasibili%7 of producing an automated valve checkout
monitoring system employing sonic data.
2.2 Anal_sis Methods Rmplo_ed
2.2.1 General
During the investigation the following valves were analyzed:
a) S3D Fuel, opening and closing
b) S3D Lox, opening and closing
c) S3D Gas Generator, opening and closing
d) F-1 Lox, opening and closing
The raw tape recorded data as received was slowed down and passed through
two analytic processes. This data originated from sensors placed at judi-
ciously selected points on the valves under study. The first process involved
a fine structure spectrographic technique whose purposes were:
a) To determine essential pattern similarity.
b) To provide a preliminary estimate of event timing.
c) Most importantly, to indicate the frequency bands defining
the spectral ranges containing significant acoustic energy and hence feature
cues associated with the different events under study.
The second process was a parametric reduction of the data. In
this method the original data is supplied to a parallel bank of appropriately
selected bandpass filters. Amplitude functions, and, in some instances,
frequency centroid functions of the filter outputs were recorded. The selection
12
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of the frequency pass bands was based on examination of the preceding
spectrographic analysis. The parametric representation, of course, does
not contain information which is not present in the spectrographic reduction,
but it presents it in a form which is far more readily analyzed, both by
the human brain and, potentially, by automatic pattern recognition apparatus.
In particular, the parametric portrayal is particularly helpful in determining:
a) Precise timing of event occurrences and durations.
b) Spectral band energy variations during valve operation.
c) Spectral band frequency variations during valve operation.
d) Correlation of specific details of sonic signature with
mechanical events.
The following two sections describe the spectrographic and para-
metric analytic techniques in detailo
Zo2.2 Pine Structure Spectrographic Analysis
As indicated earlier, the original data was first "slowed down"
as a preliminary to the analysis, including both the spectrographic and
parametric procedures. The slowdown was accomplished by playing the data
back at reduced speed with or without intermediate rerecording as determined
by the required reduction ratio. All S3D data w_s analyzed at 1/64th of the
original speed. The P-1 data was analyzed at 1/32nd of the originalo There
are two reasons for employing speed reduction° Pirst, the frequency range
of interest in the original data is brought within the bandwidth of the
analysis equipment. Second, by slowing down the original data it is possible
to determine signature detail and timing information with considerably greater
ease and reliability than would otherwise be possible.
13
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The overall arrangement of the fine structure spectrographic
analysis sTstem is shown in block diagram form in Figure 1. The tape
data, played back at reduced speed, is first filtered to remove components
above 1 kc. In real time, this 1 kc band corresponds, of course, to a
32 kc range for the P-I lox valve signatures and %o a 64 kc range for the
S3D valve data. The 1 kc band is then displaced upward, in effect, b7
heterodyning with a 1 kc fixed oscillator so that it now occupies the range
of 1 to 2 kc which corresponds to the bandspread of the analyzin E filter bank.
Other modulation products, because of the initial low pass filtering of the
data, are all outside the range of the filter bank.
The filter bank is actual17 the heart of the entire sTstemo This
instrument, developed and built b7 Melpar, Inc., contains 100 channels,
each 10 cps wide at the 3 db points. Its specific value lies in the fact
that it permits fine spectrographic analysis on a simultaneous basis for
all channels. To achieve a similar analysis with a conventional narrow band
heterodyne tTpe analyzer would require a long, slow scan because of the
appreciable buildup time requirement. The signal is simultaneousl 7 applied
to all 100 channel inputs which are connected in parallel° The output of
each filter is individually rectified and filtered. It is then sequentially
scanned b7 a rotating mercury jet switch which samples the output of the
entire bank 60 times each second. The switch output is applied as a hori-
zontal deflection signal to a vertical CRT trace. This output, in addition,
also amplitude modulates a i00 kc sinewave which is then supplied to the Z
axis of the CRT. The effect is to intensify the higher amplitude signal
brightness and so augment the distinctive features of the display. An external
14
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Figure 1. Spectrum Analysis System--Block Diagram
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sawtooth generator provides a vertical trace for the CRT and is synchronized
by a pulse from the scanning switch circuit. The synchronization insures
that the start of the trace, from bottom to top, always begins at the tim8
when No. 1 filter of the bank is being sampled. Thus, one vertical trace
corresponds to one scan of the mercury switch. Means are also provided for
time division so that the scan rate may be reduced from 50 per second to 30
or 15. Most of the S3D data was presented at a 50 per second scan rate,
while the P-1 data was scanned at 15 sweeps per second.
At this point the CRT display consists of a vertical trace, moving
from bottom to top, with energy in any given frequency channel appearing as
a brightened local deflection of the trace. In order to portray the spec-
trographic analysis in time, a slow horizontal sweep may be superimposed
on the horizontal signal input. This method is, in fact used, for preliminary
visual inspection. For permanent recording, the trace is maintained in a
fixed horizontal position and photographed with a motion picture camera whose
film moves continuously. In this case the horizontal sweep is in effect
supplied by the film motion. Typical examples of the spectrograms so
produced are shown in Figures 3 & 4, and other illustrations contained in
this report.
conversion of frequency and time relationships from those appearing
in the spectrograms to those corresponding to the real events is quite simple.
For frequency, in the case of the S3D valves, with a slowdown ratio of 54 to
i, the total 1 kc width of the filter bank corresponds, of course, to 54 kc
in "real" frequencies. Sach channel then represents a "real" bandwidth
16
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of 640 cps. For the F-1 lox valve data, the equivalent figures are 32 kc
total bandwidth and 320 cps bandwidth per channel, since the slowdown ratio
I
I
I
was 32 %o 1. In all cases, the film speed was 22 inches/minute. Therefore,
each second in slowed down analysis time was represented by 22/50 or 0.357
inch (0.933 an). Conversely, one inch of original spectrogram would rep-
resent 2.72 seconds (one cm = 1.073 seconds). For the S3D valves, then one
inch represented 2.72/54 = 42.6 milliseconds (one cm = 16.8 msec). For the
I
I
I
F-1 lox spectrograms the time values per unit length would be double those
above.
2.2.3 Parametric Analysis
As was pointed out in Section 2.2ol, spectrographic analysis was
essential to indicating the frequency bands wherein significant acoustic
m
l
m
data clustered most densely during the course of valve operation. However,
for more refined and detailed study a different technique - parametric
analysis = was i_voked° T,he principle involved will become clear i_nediately
on reference to the block diagram illustrating the system in Pigure 2 .
As for the spectrographic analysis, the data is supplied to the system in
I
I
I
slowed down t_e.
bands. The values actually employed were:
S3D F1
Band 1 0 to 100 cps 0 to 100 cps
Band 2 90 to 200 cps 90 to 200 cps
The signal energy is then divided into four frequency
I
I
Band 3 250 to 400 cps 250 to 400 cps
Band 4 450 to 1000 cps * 500 to i000 cps
* 600 to I000 cps for Gas Generator
17
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I% was purely fortuitous that the frequency bands of interest
happened to vary so slightly for the different valves studied.
The output of each band was half-wave rectified and filtered to
provide an amplitude function. In addition, the outputs of bands 2 and 4
were passed through axis crossing detectors. These detectors produce a
standard, normalized DC pulse for each axis crossing. Therefore, the
number of pulses per second is a measure of the axis crossings detected
per second and the mean DC level produced b7 integrating the pulses indicates
the mean frequency of the input signal.
It will be noted %hat %here are six distinct information signals
now derived from the original data and, for convenience_ these are identified
as follows:
Band 1 Amplitude --------- A1
Band 2 Amplitude --------- A2
Band 2 Frequency P2
Band 3 Amplitude --------- A3
Band 4 Amplitude -------- A4
Band 4 Prequency --------- P4
These amplitude and frequency values are parameters in the sense
that they characterize %he principal features of interest in the original
signalo AS w111 appear, they define timing and other characteristics of
the valve operations and serve as a basis for differentiating between normal
and abnormal function.
Each of these parameters appears as a time varying DC signal which
conveniently lends itself to recording in visual form by a moving pen type
19
chart recorder. It should be noted that the time constants of the integrators
following the axis crossing detectors and of the filters following the recti-
fiers cannot be made %oo long without risking loss of definition of abrupt
amplitude changes in the traces. On the other hand, sufficiently short
time constant circuits permit the passage of relatively fast small amplitude
variations which tend to impose an extreme jaggedness on the traces and
hinder clear cut analysis of the important diagnostic features. This
difficulty was overcome through the use of a special device (proprietary
Melpar development) generically dubbed an "S" filter. The S filter has
unique property of altering its time constant as a function of signal
level change. For small changes the time constant is quite large while
for large changes the time constant is small. Thus, most of the jaggedness
mentioned above is eliminated while the features of real interest in the
traces are adequately preserved. Reference to Figure 2 will show that an
S fi!¢er h_as bee. i.n_c_luded __n each s___a! _!in_e %o %he char% recorder.
Strip chart recordings of the parameter values are called "Para-
metric Plots" and typical examples are illustrated in Figures 7, 8, and
other figures. In each case the order of presentation from bottom to top
is A 1, _, P2' A3' A4 and P4"
Amplitude values were measured in relative terms, using the
graduation of the chart paper itself. All recordings were made at a chart
speed of 5 mm/secondo In terms of "real time _ of valve operation, for the
S3D valves each millimeter represented 3.12 milliseconds; for the P-1 lox
valve it represented 6.24 milliseconds. Por the F2 parameter, each millimeter
represented 1105 cps, and for the P4 parameter each millimeter represented
20
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1441 cps in the case o£ the S3D valves. The corresponding values for the
F-1 lox valve plots were, o£ course, half o£ these respectively.
2.3 Source Data Collection Method
The data collection, performed by NASA, was achieved through use
of Hndevco accelerometers attached to various appropriately selected parts
of the valve assemblies. These accelerometers incorporate lead zirconate
piezoelectric elements and function, in effect, as wide range vibration
pickups. The outputs of five accelerometers, at different locations, were
amplified bY _ndevco charge amplifiers and recorded on magnetic tape at
60 ips, using three direct record channels and 2 FM channels. The tape
recorder was equipped with two additional FM channels of which one was used
for voice identification and the other for timing information. Valve opera-
tions were recorded in sequences of several opening and closing operations.
In all, eight tapes were received from NASA which were numbered by Melpar,
tape N3 (containing data on the fuel, lox and gas generator valves of S3D
engine) and on tape N8 (containing the data on the lox valve of F-I engine)
was particularly good and these tapes were chosen for detailed analysis.
It is worth pointing out that the P.ndevco accelerometers (Models
2217 and 2227) performed very well. According to the manufacturer, the
models used have frequency responses more or less flat to 5 or 6 kc and
resonant frequencies of 25 for the Model 2227 to 30 kc for the Model 2217.
Nevertheless, no evidence of high-Q resonance peaks was observed and signif-
icant energy was found in the AM record channels at substantially higher
frequencies. This is probably due to The fact that even though the transducers
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resonate at the frequencies indicated above, the resonance is highly
damped.
The S3D tape (N3) included a timing track consisting of a steady
frequency signal (6.4 kcs) whose amplitude was stepped up or down by micro-
switches mechanical17 coupled %o the valve and actuating system. Three
amplitude levels were used, the lowest level corresponding to the valve
closed position, the middle level indicating the valve is in transit between
the closed and open states or vice versa and the maximum level indicating
that the valve is fully opened. These signals are derived from microswitch
data and are only approximate in their indication of the valve state. As
will be demonstrated in the following, more accurate timing information is
provided by the parametric patterns obtained from the acoustical signature
A display of this timing track data appears on each S3D parametricanalysis.
plot.
2.4
2.4.1
Valve SiGnature Feature Anal_sis
General
Acoustic signatures of the lox valve on the P-1 engine and the lox,
fuel and gas generator valves on the S3D engine were conducted. Because of
the current importance of the F-I engine, as opposed to the S3D engine,
analysis of the P-1 lox valve is emphasized in this report. For example,
parametric plots are analyzed in detail for two different sensor locations
for both opening and closing events for the F-1 lox valve, whereas only one
sensor location is analyzed in detail for the 33D valves. In both cases
parametric plots are presented for two sensor locations. In general, in the
case of all valve operations studied, parametric plots were used as the data
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for final analysis and, for This reason, as well as for the clarity of
presentation the plots provide, %he following discussions are based prin-
cipally on %hem rather than %he spectrographic displays.
2.4.2 S3D Fuel Valve
Spectrographic portrayals of S3D fuel valve opening opera%ions
are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Note %ha% Pigure 4 alludes %0 "abnormal,'
openings. "Abnormal", in %his instance, alludes chiefly %0 a variation in
even% timing which is discussed later in %his section. In these figures,
spectrograms are shown for both track 1 and track 2 tape recordings. Track
2 was derived from a sensor mounted on the casing around %he microswi%ch
assembly and %rack I from a sensor mounted on a flange of %he valve body.
The %rack 1 data appeared to give a more balanced picture of overall valve
opera%ion and was for %his reason selec±ed for parame±eriza%ion.
Reference %o Figure 3 shows %ha% while there are small differences
visible among %he four patterns, certain principal fea±ures remain essen-
±ially consistent. From analysis of %he spectrographic content of these
consis%en± fea±ures, %he spec±rum has been subdivided into four frequency
ranges which are individually analyzed for signal intensity anc_ in two cases,
cen%roid frequency. As previously discussed in Section 2.2, these sub-band
intensities and cen%roid frequencies form %he basis of %he parametric analysis.
Prom measurements performed on the parametric plo±s amplitude and frequency
values which mark the time of occurrence of significant events during %he valve
opera%ion were de%ermined. Most of these are easily discernable in ±he para-
metric plots of Figures 6 and 7 for ±he S3D fuel valve opening. On %he para-
metric plots, scale calibrations (original prior %0 photographic reduction)
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are as follows for all S3D analysis.
Time: Bach millimeter represents 3.12 milliseconds in real time.
Prequency: Pot P2' each millimeter represents 1.105 kc and for
P4' each millimeter represents 1.439 kc. These are "reaD' frequencies.
Amplitude: These values are all relative. They correspond %o
the number of small scale divisions on the chart paper at the point of
measurement.
In analyzing the plot, various time references and other parameters
are assigned various symbols. These vary somewhat among the different events
according to the nature of the data in the sense that a parameter which is
significant in a given valve operation may not be so in the case of a
different valve operation. For the S3D valve analyses the significant
parameters are listed and defined below:
I. Opening Bvent, Fuel Valve,, S3D
Ts - Marks onset of timing signal indicating solenoid valve operation.
Tx - Marks initial capture of F 4 signal by axis crossing detector.
This is believed to indicate the first detection of gas flow
through the acoustic turbulence produced by it in the inlet
tube.
T O - This is marked by the first small peak in A2. This peak is
often accompanied by peaks in A4 and A 3 and a significant
peak in F2. This event is believed to indicate the stazt
of valve opening.
T 1 and T 2 - Mark the first and second major peaks in F 2. These peaks are
consistently observed in all fuel valve openings.
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T 3 - MazEs onset of only significant peak in A I. It is accom-
panied by peaks in _ and usually in A3. It is believed
to mark the end of the opening opezation, but not necessarily
of total valve motion since theze is believed to be some
slight ',ovezswin_, past this point. (Note: In all subse-
quent plots the equivalent of T3 is called T£).
AIT 3 - A1 amplitude at T3
A2T ° - A2 amplitude at To
A2T 1 - _ amplitude at T1
A2T2 - A2 amplitude at T2
A2T3 - A2 amplitude at T3
P2T ° - F 2 fzequeucy peak at To
F2T 1 - F2 frequency peak at T 1
F2T 2 - F 2 £zequency peak at T 2
P2T3 - P2 £zequency peak at T3
A3T° - A3 a_plitude peak at To
_T 1 - A3 amplitude peak at T1
A3T 2 - A3 amplitude peak at T2
A3T 3 - _ amplitude peak at T3
A4T ° - A4 amplitude peak at TO
A4T 1 - A4 amplitude peak at T1
A4T2 - A4 amplitude peak at T2
A4T 3 - A4 amplitude peak at T3
F4T o - F 4 fzequency peak at TO
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F4T 1 - F 4 frequency peak at T 1
F4T 2 - P 4 frequency peak at T 2
F4T 3 - P 4 frequency peak at T 3
A listing of paxametzic values for several S3D fuel valve opening
events is presented in Table I. Events 2, 5, 7, and 10 were selected as
being fairly typical. _vents i and ii were judged to be less so and are
designated as "abnormal". Means, mean deviations and percentage deviation
are given for the four events judged normal. Percentage deviations for the
two abnormal events from the normal means are also listed.
AS indicated earlier, the two "abnormal" events were judged to be
atypical with respect to event timing. The first interval of significance,
(Ts-Tx), is that which occurs between the first indication of solenoid valve
operation and initial detection of gas turbulence in the line via P4" This
interval, approximatel 7 14 milliseconds, was slightl 7 longer in the case of
operations 1 and 11, but not significantly. However, note interval (Tx-To).
This represents the time required for the gas pressure, from the point of
turbulence detection, to reach a value sufficient to initiate valve motion.
Pot the normal valves, the mean time required was 78 milliseconds with a
percentage deviation of only 1.0_. Pot operations 1 and 11 the case was
very different. The required time for operation 1 was 121 milliseconds
and for 11 was 115 milliseconds. These represent percentage deviations of
about 55_ and 48_ respectively. This measurement strongly suggests that
either the valve gate or actuating mechanism had some degree of binding in
the closed position and that more driving pressure buildup was hence required
to start motion.
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P arameter
Number
Event No.
2
5
7
10
g
&
% DEV
1
11
% D (1)
% D (11)
TABL
S3D ENGINE FUEL VALVE OPENI_
PARAMETRIC
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
TsT x TxT o ToT 1 ToT 2 ToT 3 AIT 3 A2T o A2T 1 A2T 2 A2T 3 F2T o F2T 1
14.7 76.5 72.0 103 1.22 15 0 0 1.5 15 4.4 9.9
13.9 79 76.5 127 225 21 1 2 3 15 2.9 13.2
14.8 78.5 72.8 0.31 223 22 1.5 3 3.5 14 2.5 14.3
11.6 78.6 78.5 123 2.5 16 0.1 2 2 13 3.3 6.6
13.7 78.1 75.0 121 223 18.5 0.65 1.75 2.5 14.3 3.3 11.0
1.1 0.85 0.6 9.0 3.0 3.0 0.6 0.88 0.7 0.75 0.6 2.8
8.0 1.0 3.47 7.4 1.3 16 92 50 28 5.2 18 25
14.2
14.2
121
116
55
485
45.3
50.1
39.6
41.7
96.3
96.1
20.4
20.5
185 27
190 28
17 46
14.8 51
54
100
1.5 3
0 4
14 20
56 60
12
10
16
30
113
200
40
70
EI[GEVENTS,TAPEN3, TRACK1STABILITY
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
F2T2 F2T3 A3To A3T 1 A2T 2 A3T 3 A4T o A4T 1 A4T 2 A4T 3 F4T o F4T 1 F4T 2 F4T 3
11.0 15.4 0.5 1 4 15 1 3 9
11.8 8.8 0 5 4 10 1 5 7
12.6 14.3 1 7 7 17 0 1 3
12.1 14.3 0.5 1 4 15 1 2 5
12 22.3 33.8 35.8 34.7
12 24.5 31.7 33.8 36.7
16 21.6 34.5 33.3 34.2
13 123.1 32.4 33.1 33.2
11.9 13.2 0.5 3.8 4.8 14.3
0.48 2.2 0.25 2.5 1.13 2.1
4.0 17 50 67 24 15
O.75 2.75 6
0.38 1.25 2
5O 46 33
13.3 22.9 33.1 34.0 34.7
1.3_ 0.93 0.05 0.9 1.0
10 4.0 3.2 2.6 2.9
14.8
14.3
24
20
14.3
13.7
4
4
700
700
33
380
5
18
67
25
8 16
6 12
12
16
24
7
3200
93
5
13
12
10
82
_73
25
19
100 89
67 43
34.5
37.5
51
64
31.8
36.0
33.4
33.1
3.9 1.8
8.8 2.6
34.5
33.5
32
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Note, also, that the A 4 peak at the start of motion is quite
prominent in operations 1 and 11, while insignificant or absent in the
others. It is also worth observing that the interval (To-T3) (in subse-
quent plots called (To-Tf)) is considerably shorter in the case of operation
1, being only 185 m/11iseconds as compared with a mean for the normals of
223 mi11iseconds. This interval for operation 11 is also less than the
mean b7 a significant amount, being only 190 m/11iseconds.
Other timing intervals of interest are those between the micro-
switch indication of start motion and actual start motion and between the
corresponding finish motion time marks. These intervals do not appear in
the S3D l_uel valve table but they do appear in the other S3D tables. In
general, the start motion microswitch indication lagged the A 4 start motion
indication by 6 to 9 milliseconds. It also lagged at the finish by a com-
parable amount, suggesting some slight overswing after the opening event was
substantially completed.
Pot comparison, Figure 8 displays two parametric plots of typical
S3D fuel valve openings as derived from track 2 data.
If. Closing Event, Puel Valve_ $3D
SPectrograms of the S3D fuel valve closings are shown in Figure 9
for track 1 and Figure i0 for track 2 data. For the parametric analysis,
the first 6 closings (track 1) were selected, of which two typical samples
are presented in Pigure 11. Pigure 12 displays the same two closings as
derived from track _ data. The principal difference between these two sets
of plots is that the A 4 level was higher in the track 2 data and there was
less noise in the F 4 band on this track.
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zre 8. Parametric Plots of Two Apparently Normal S3D Fuel Valve
Openings, Tape N3, Track 2. Operations 2 and 4.
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Ed068
12. Parametric Plots of Two Typical S3D Fuel Valve Closings,
Tape N], Track 2. Operations 2 and 4.
In general, however, the track 1 features were quite well marked and dis-
tinctive and appear to be superior for analysis purposes. The parameters
used in the S3D fuel valve closing event analysis were as follows:
T s - Timing signal indicates operation of solenoid valve.
Tx - Corresponds to initial capture of F4 signal. Is believed
to correspond to the first detection of turbulence caused
b7 gas flow.
TO - Corresponds to the second major peak in A 3. I% is accompanied
by significant peaks in A1, A 2 and F2 and by a small peak in
A 4. It is believed to indicate start of motion.
T - Marks operation of microswitch intended to indicate start of
ms
closing.
Tf - This timing indication is marked by a major peak in A 3 and is
believed to represent the time of valve blade seating. Assoc-
iated with Tf are major peaks in A 1, A2 and F2 and an irmmed-
lately subsequent brief but pronounced dip in F 4.
Tmf - Timing signal intended to denote finish of motion.
In addition, two eaxly timing parameters, not included in the
opening event analysis, are defined for the closing event. These are:
Tp - This is marked by a small but sharp rise in F 4 and is believed
to be caused by mechanical transmission of the solenoid "ban8 _'
through the tubing. I% usually precedes T s by approximately
one millisecond.
Tq - This is marked by the onset of the first major peak in A 3.
Associated with this peak are small peaks in A 2 and A 4 as well
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as an increase in P2" The A 3 peak is usuall 7 of moderate
level but is prolonged, nearly to T . It is believed that
o
the signatures occurring during the interval Tq<t<T ° represent
takeup of free play in the actuating linkage prior to the
start of valve gate motion.
AIT ° - Amplitude of A 1 peak at T o.
AIT f - Amplitude of A1 peak at Tf.
_(<T o) - Area under during the intervalA 2 Tq, t<T o -
A2T ° - Amplitude peak of _ associated with T O .
_Tf - Amplitude of A 2 peak at Tf.
P2Tq " P2 frequency peak just _ter Tq.
P2To " P2 frequency peak just after T O .
P2Tf - P2 frequency peak just after Tf.
_3(<T o) - Area under A3 during Tq-T ° interval.
A3T ° - Amplitude of A 3 peak at T O .
A3T f - Amplitude of A3 peak at Tf.
A4T ° - Amplitude of A 4 peak at T O .
A4T f - Amplitude of A 4 peak at Tf.
P4Tp - Peak frequency of P4 at Tp.
P4(To-Tf) - PrequencT centroid of P4 during the interval To_t<T f.
Time, frequency and amplitude measurements of 6 closing events
of the S3D fuel valve are presented in Table II. The most striking features
of the plots are-
a) Major amplitude peaks in A1, A 2 and A 3 which mark the start
and finish of motio,.
4O
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Parameter
Number 1 2 3 4
TABLE II
S3D ENGINE FUEL VALVE CLOSING
PARAMETRIC ST
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Event No. TsT p TsT x ToT x ToTm¢ ToT f TfTm f TxTq AI(To) AI(TI) _2<T ° A2To
1 1.5 14.558.0 7.3287 11.34.4
I 2 1.4 16.455.1 5.9282 11.04.9
_.l 3 1.5 15.357.2 1.9281 11.75.0
_" 4 2.25 9.353.2 7.0263 11.63.71
a
q
1.79 14.8 55.2 7.1 278 11.6 4.5
A 0.4 1.9 1.6 0.6 6 0.3 0.5
% DEV. 22.3 12.8 3.3 8.4 2.1 2.6 11.2
23 16 2 29.5
21 22 1 28
19 26 1 28
21 25 2 25.5
26 28 1.5 2)
22 27 1.5 23
22 24 1.54 26
1.67 3.33 2.7
7.6 13.9 24 10.3
:-VENTS, TAPE N3, TRACK 1
aBILITY
12 13 14 15
A2T f F2T q F2T o F2T f
12 11.8 11.2 9.45
12 10.2 9.8 8.8
16 13.7 10.8 7.7
18.5 13.7 10.7 11.3
13 15.4 10.3 10.2
17.5 11.1 10.3 11.6
16
fA3<T o
4.5
4.5
5
5
4.5
4
15 12.6 10.5 9.9 4.2
2.7 1.6 0.38 1.2 0.67
18 12.8 3.7 12.1 16
17
A3To
21
20
22.5
14.5
12
21
18.7
3.44
18
18
A3T f
21
21
23.5
24.5
20
25
22.7
2.0
8.8
19
A4T o
6
6
2
3
5
3
20 21 22
4.2
1.5
36
A4T f
3
7
2
0
7
2
3.5
2.34
67
F4T p
7.36
5.46
8.26
6.95
5.40
6.57
6.67
0.84
12.6
F4(ToT f )
42.5
45.8
45.6
45.8
46.3
45.8
45.3
0.93
2.1
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b) The activity in A2, F 2 and A 3 prior ¢o start of motion of the
valve blade which, as pointed out, suggests free play in the
actuating mechanism.
c) The fairly steady mean frequency of F 4 of about 45.3 _ starting
with the first detection of turbulence at Tq and persisting
until the end of valve motion.
d) The reasonably consistent duration of closing time, averaging
278 milliseconds, with a percentage devotion of on17 2.1%.
(Note: This deviation is due to variability in the functioning
of the valve and is greatly in excess of the time measurement
error of the acoustical event parametric analysis technique.
The inherent timing accuracy of %he technique is coDsiderabl7
better than one m/11isecond.
As in the case of the S3D fuel valve openings, the microswitch
timing indications for the start and finish of motion are seen %o lag by a
small amount the actual occurrences of these events as seen in the acoustical
event parametric analysis. The lag period is somewhat shorter for the opening
(mean is 7.1 milliseconds) than for the closing (mean is 11.6 milliseconds)
with mean percentage deviations not greater than 9%..
It is appropriate %o point out that, as viewed on the chart, a
peak in A 1 will seem to lag a corresponding peak in A3 or A 4 slightly. This
effect is caused by the longer buildup time of the narrower passbands of the
filters used for processing the lower frequency parameters and appears con-
sistently in all of the valve parametric plots in this report.
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Parameter
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6
TABLE III
S3D ENGINE LOX VALVE OPENING EVENTS,
PARAMETRIC STABILITY
7 8 9 i0 ii
Even% No. TT x TxT O ToTms ToT £ TfTmf AIT O AIT f /A2<T ° A2T ° A2T £ F2(TxT °
1
2
3
4
5
6
• , , , ,
16.6 63.0 13.7 135 9.5 7.5 6.5 2.5 27 20 10.3
15.1 54.5 16.3 153 7.3 2 18 6 6 17 10.9
14.9 57.2 14.6 157 8.4 1 8 2 6 20 8.5
15 . 1 53 13.1 147 7.6 3 9 4 4 t5 11.0
17.7 56.6 13.5 149 8.3 3 14 3 5 17 II.0
14.6 60.5 14.3 139 9.8 23 12 2.5 22 16 9.65
m
m
% Dev.
15.6
.9
5.8
, , , ,
, |, , ,
57.5 14.3 147 8.5 6.9 11.3 3.3 11.7 17.5 10.2
2.9 .8 6.3 .7 5 .8 3.4 i. 1 8.6 1.7 0.78
5.0 6 .3 4.3 8.2 84 30 33.4 73 9.5 7.7
|,,
['APE N3, TRACK 1
13 14 15 16
FaTo FaTf A3%
11.1 13.2 17
11.7 13.0 6.5
11.8 13.1 7
12.6 14.1 6.5
12.8 14.9 7.5
11.3 10.6 11.5
17 18
_4(ToTf) A4T f
18 31.5 4 44
21. 10.5 5 40
24.5 8 5 24.5
24 7 4.5 35
18 11 7 37
21 17 12 40
| , ,,
11.9 13.1 9-3 21.1
0.55 0.92 3.3 2.1
4.6 7.0 _,,,2_ !0
14.2 6 .3 36.7
6.7 2.1 4.7
47 33.4 12.8
19 20 21
_4(TxTo ) _4(ToTf) F4T f
30.5 47.0 50.8
31.4 50.6 48.5
31.2 49.2 47.4
32.1 50.4 50.9
32.1 48.7 51.6
29.5 45.5 48.2
31.2 48.5 49.6
O.73 1.6 1.5
2.4 3.2 3.1
l , ,,
I!|.  pli,o oassooiato wi,hTo
I AIT f Amplitude of A 1 associated with Tf.
/_(<T o) Area under A2 during the interval Tx<ik'T o-
I A2T ° Amplitude of A 2 peak associated with T o.
I _Tf Amplitude of A 2 peak associated with Tf.
F2(Tx-T o) F 2 frequency peak during the interval Tx<t<T o-
I F2T ° F 2 frequency peak associated with T o-
F2T f F 2 frequency peak associated with Tf.
I A3T ° Amplitude of _ peak associated with To.
A3T f Amplitude of A 3 peak associated with Tf.
I A4T ° Amplitude of A 4 peak associated with To-
| _--4(_o-Tf)Mean_plitude of A4 duringthe interval To<t_f.
--- A4T f Amplitude of A4 peak associated with Tf.
I F4(Tx-To) F 4 frequency centroid during the interval Tx<t<T o-
I _4(To-Tf ) P4 frequency centroid during the interval To<t<T f.
F4T f F 4 frequency peak following Tf.
I The outstanding features observed in the S3D lox valve opening
parametric plots were:
I a) A fairly consistent opening time of 147 milliseconds (mean)
I
I
I
I
b)
with a percentage deviation of only 4.3%. Note that this was
about 76 milliseconds shorter than the mean opening time for
the rue i valve.
Tms and Tmf consistently lagged the start and finish times.
Again, the Tmf lag suggests a slight overswing of the arm
which actuates the microswitch for the finish indication.
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c) The F 4 frequency centroids before and after To PQssess means
which are 31.2 and 48.5 kc respectively with deviation per-
centages of less %ban 3.5%.
In genera/, the S3D lox valve opening events were fairly uniform
and no single even% deviated sufficiently from the others as to justify_
labeling i% as "abnormal". Recall that specific abnormal events were
observed in the fuel valve opening series.
II. S3D Lox Valve ClosinEs
Spectrograms of S3D lox valve closings are shown in Figure 15.
Parametric analyses were made of the first six closings which corresponded
to the first six openings detailed in Table III. The closing event para-
metric plots displayed in Figure 16 are of operations 4 and 5 and are derived
from track 1 data. These are the same operations for which opening plots
are shown.
The results of the parametric analysis of the S3D lox valve closings
are presented in Table IV and the parameter definitions are as follows:
T s - Start of timing signal marking operation of solenoid valve:
T x - Abrupt increase in P 4 represeDting first detection of
turbulence caused by gas flow.
T O - Very abrupt start of series of major peaks in A 4 and accom-
panied by very lar8_ peaks in A 3 and A2. Fairly large peaks
also occur in A 1. There is also a large rise in F2 and a
small increase in F4. TO is believed to mark the start of
motion.
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Figure 15. Spectrograms of Two S3D Lox Valve Closings, Tape N3,
Track 1. Operations 12 and 20.
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Parameter
Number
Event No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
m
m
A
% Vev.
1 2 3
TT TT TT
s x x o o _
23.1 53.4 7.1
23.0 61.0 7.4
21.6 60.5 7.5
24.1 60.0 8.2
23.7 60.2 6.8
23.2 62.5 7.5
23.1 59.5 7.4
.6 2_I .3
2.6 3.6 4.1
=
|
4 5 6
ToT f TfTmf AIT O
, |
107 9.3 21
I04 9.2 12
108 8.6 13
105 6.7 14
106 9.0 18
109 8.1 21
107 8.5
1.5 .7
1.4 8.2
/
TABLE IV
S3D ENGINE LOX VALVE CLOSING EVENTS, TAPE
PARAMETRIC STABILITY
7 8 9 I0 11 12
AIT £ A2T o A2T £ F2TxT o _T o F2T £
20.5 29.5 40 10.3 11.5 9.75
41.-5 29 45 10.4 10.03 9.75
44 13 44 11.1 12.2 8.86
44 16 44 11.3 12.9 10.7
36 23 23 10.6 11.8 11.3
28 30 44 9.6 12.1 12.2
i , ,, ,
16.5 37.2 23.5 40 10.5 11.8 10.4
3.5 8.5 6.2 5.7 0.45 0.65 0.97
21 22.8 26.3 14 4.3 5.5 9.3
N3, TRACK 1
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
,_', , !
4.5 32 4 16.7 17 7 45 9
3.5 25 4 I0 17 6 50 9
3.5 27 4 10.4 12 6 40 7
4.5 18 5 10.8 14 7.5 35 7
3.5 16 4 12 15 7 44 8
3.5 27 4.5 12 14 6 .5 46 9
9 44.3
13 44.3
14.5 45.2
18 44.6
18 45.2
21.5 44.8
41.7 45.5
41.1 45.8
42.4 46.7
41.9 46.1
43.3 45.7
43.1 45.3
,w,
3.8 24.2 4 12 15 6.7 43.4 8
.4 4.8 .25 !_6 1.5 .5 3.9 .8
19.7 6.4 6 13.2 8.8 7.5 8.9 i0
15.7 44.7
3.5 0.33
22 0.7
, ,, ,,,
| ,w ,
42.2 45.9
0.68 O.38
1.6 I 0.8
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Tms - Timing signal indicates operation of microswi%ch denoting
star% of motion.
Tf - Marked by very large peaks in A2 and A 1 and accompanying
prominent peaks in A3 and A2. Tf is usually followed,
within a few milliseconds, by a peak in F 2 which %hereafter
declines. Tf is believed %o correspond to seating of the
valve blade.
Tmf - Timing signal indicates opera%ion of m/croswitch denoting
finish of motion.
AIT ° - Amplitude of A 1 peak associated with T o-
AIT f - Amplitude of A 1 peak associated with Tf. With the exception
of the first opera%ion AIT f is substantlally greater than
AIT o-
A2T ° - Amplitude of A2 peak immediately following T o-
A2T f - Amplitude of A2 peak associated with Tf. Without exception
_Tf appreciably exceeds A2T o.
F2(Tx-To) - Maximum frequency excursion of F2 during the interval Tx<±<r o-
F2To - P2 frequency centroid immediately following T o-
F2T f - Maximum F 2 frequency peak following Tf. This occurs within
10 milliseconds following Tf.
_3(_To) - Area under A3 during %he interval Tx<t_T o-
A3T ° - A 3 amplitude peak following To-
A3<T f -Mean amplitude of A3 after settling down %o plateau during the
interval To<t<Tfo This plateau occupies about the last two-
thirds of the closing time.
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A3T f - Peak amplitude of A3 associated with Tf.
A4(Tx-To) - Peak amplitude of A 4 during the interval Tx<t<T o-
_4(_To) - Area under interval.A 4 during Tx-T o
A4T ° - Amplitude of A 4 peak associated with T o-
A4(To-T f) - Mean amplitude of A4 after settling down to plateau during
To-T f interval. As in the case of the comparable parameter
for _, this plateau occupies roughly the last two-thirds
of the closing time.
A4T f - A 4 peak amplitude associated with Tf.
_4(<To) - frequency centroid during to interval. ThisP4 T x T O is
similar in character to an P4 centroid during the correspond-
ing interval in the opening event of the same valve.
P4To - Moderate P4 frequency peak above preceding centroid level
occurring shortly after T .
O
_4(<Tf) - frequency centroid during most of toP4 T O _finterval. This
centroid is slightly higher in frequency than F_<T o. It is
worth noting that this second centroid also corresponds to an
equivalent in the opening event.
The generalizations made previously about the S3D lox valve opening
events are essentially valid for the closings as well. For example:
a) The closing times for the six events analyzed were reasonably
consistent with a mean value of 107 m/11iseconds and a percent-
age mean deviation of only 1.4%. A feature of some interest is
the followingz although the S3D fuel and lox valves are quite
similar An terms of construction and operating principles, the
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mean opening time foz the fuel valve was somewhat shorter
than the closing time (223 milliseconds as compared with 278
milliseconds). However, for the lox valve the situation was
reversed in that the closing time was the shorter (107 milli-
seconds for the closing and 147 for the opening). Both the
opening and clos£ng times were shorter, in the case of the lox
valve, than their equivalents for the fuel valve.
b) Tins and Tmf lagged the start and finish times (mean lags were
7.4 and 8.54 milliseconds respectively).
c) The F 4 frequenc7 centroid after T O was slightly, but not sig-
nificantly, higher than that before T . The former was 45.9
o
kc and the latter 44. 7 kc. Mean percentage deviations were
less than 1%.
The chief differences between the S3D lox valve opening and closing
events, other than operating time, ares
a) The closing event is characterized, in part, by appreciable
energy indications in both the A 4 and A 3 traces during the
interval Tx<t<T o. Attention is called to the Tq timing para-
meter used in connection with the fuel valve opening. It will
be recalled that Tq appeared between T x and T O and was marked
by a sign£ficant A 3 peak. It is believed that the A 3 and A4
activitT, during the comparable interval for the lox valve
closing, have a similar significance in indicating a taking
up of free play in the valve actuating system just prior to
the start of motion of the blade.
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b) At the start of motion both A 3 and A 4 display high amplitude
components of relatively long period prior to settling down to
fairly steady values (plateaus mentioned earlier). This strongly
suggests a rather pronounced vibratory motion of the spring
compliance and component mass of the moving system which is
damped relatively early in the course of the event. Note that
the A4 signal is actually an amplitude modulation of P4 which
does not appear as such in the F 4 trace because the latter is
derived from an axis crossing detector which does not reflect
amplitude variations. The P4 signal itself apparently rep-
resents an orificial signature excited b7 gas flow. Its
frequency remains substantially constant both prior to and
during valve motion.
2.4.4 S3D Gas Generator Valve
I. S3D Gas Generator Valve OpeninEs
Two examples of gas generator opening event are shown spectro-
gral_hically in Pigure 17 and two of the closing event are displayed in
Pigure 18. At first glance it is obvious that the durations of the openings
and closings are both considerably shorter than their counterparts in the
fuel and lox valves. This is indeed confirmed by parametric analyses,
typical examples of which are shown in Figure 19 (opening event) and in
P£gure 20 (closing event).
This report does not contain tabulated parametric data for the
gas generator valve. However, such data was measured and recorded for the
first six operations of the valve. The timing parameters were identical
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Spectrograms of Two S3D Gas Generator Valve Openings,
Tape N3, Track 1. Operations 5 and 14.
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Spectrograms of Two S3D Gas Generator Valve Closings,
Tape N3, Track 1. Operations 5 and 14.
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I Figure 19. Parametric Plots of Two Typical S3D GasOpenings, Tape N3, Track 1. Operations 4 Generator Valveand 5.
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Figure 20.
I
Parametric Plots of Two Typical S3D Gas Generator Valve
Closings, Tape N3, Track 1. Operations 4 and 5.
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with those employed for the lox valve with the exception that a T time mark
P
was added to the closing analysis. The A and F parameters were essentially
similar to those previously employed. The salient parametric features observed
are described below for the opening and closing events. Reference to the
appropriate parametric plots will be helpful in connection with the following
discussion.
II. S3D Gas Generator OpeninE '_veat
a) The opening time (TO to Tf interval) for the S3D gas generator
valve was quite brief in comparison with either the fuel or
lox valve. The mean time for six operations was only 33.4
n_11iseconds with a percentage deviation of 4.4%. Of the six
openings, the first (28.4 milliseconds) was markedly shorter
than the others which fell within the range of 33.2 to 35.6
milliseconds. This was considered, on the whole, to represent
fairly consistent performance.
b) An unusual feature of the gas generator valve opening operation
proved to be the time required from solenoid valve operation to
start motion, i.eo, the interval from T to T . This interval
s o
was a long one, with a mean of about35.7 milliseconds - longer
in fact than the motion time itself.
c) The start of the blade motion was simultaneously indicated by
relativel 7 small peaks in A1, A 3 and A 4 and by a major peak in
d) The finish of blade motion was marked by major peaks in all
amplitude parameters, particularly in _ and A 3.
6O
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e) The end of the F 4 trace displays a peak which is _often
monochromatic at a mean frequency of 58 kc with a mean
deviation of about 6.5%. The significant feature of this
plateau is that it begins a few mi11Iseconds after Tf and,
for this reason is clearly not caused by mechanical operation
of the gas generator valve. The source must be caused by gas
flow through an orifice such as the bleed valve.
f) As was the case for the other valves, the microswitch indications
consistently lagged the parametric signatures for the start and
finish of gate motiou.
III. S3D Gas .Ge,n.er,ator Closing Bvent
a) Like the opening time, the closing time of the gas generator
valve was short compared with the equivalent interval for the
fuel and lox valves. Specifically, for the six closings analyzed,
the mean time was 34..7 milliseconds with a percentage deviation
of 5%. (It was virtually identical with the mean opening time
of 44.0 milliseconds). Again, the performance was considered
quite uniform in this respect.
b) As in the case of the opening event, the interval from solenoid
operation to start motion- the T s to T o period -was longer
than the actual valve motion time, but more strikingly so for
the closing. The mean T s to T o interval was 63.5 milliseconds
as derived from the sum of the mean T -T and T -T values.
S X X O
This means that the time required for the valve to start motion
from the operation of the solenoid was nearly double the time
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consumed by the motion itself.
c) The start of blade motion was indicated by large simultaneous
_aks inSI, _, and*S_d sign_icant,thou_somewhat_ller
peaks in A 4. These peaks were accompanied by a rather fast
increase in P2 and F 4.
d) The finish of blade motion was also marked by major peaks in all
amplitude parameters. A major difference between the parameter
indications for the opening and closing events was that, for
the closing, the amplitude peaks denoting start and finish of
motion were near17 equal for a given parameter. For the openings,
the second peak, marking the end of motion, was invariably larger,
often by a considerable factor.
e) As with the opening event, the P4 trace displays a peak just
subsequent to Tf. This peak, unlike the smooth,: regular
appearance of the opening event correlate, is considerably more
irregular in frequency and has a rather lower mean frequency for
the six events - 50.5 kc as compared with 58 for the opening.
However, since it begins after the finish of motion, it is
clearl 7 due to gas flow excitation.
f) The lag of microswitch indications for start and finish of
motion occurs for the closing event of this valve as for those
previously discussed.
g) A feature, not appearing in the opening event, is a small F 4
peak occurring between 3 and 4 milliseconds prior %o the solenoid
operate indication. The time of occurrence of this peak is
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called Tp. The event is believed due to mechanical trans-
mission of solenoid "bang" along the tubing. The timing would
suggest a slight dela_ in the microswitch indication. As will
be recalled, a signature corresponding to P4Tp was also observed
for the closing event of the S3D fuel valve.
2.4.5 Fl Lox Yx.l.ve
i i J l
All of the F1 lox valve data which was analyzed was derived from
NASA Tape No. 8. The signals on this tape were, on the whole, well recorded
and quite clean. Data from track 1 and track 2 were both employed in this
analysis which covered five opening and five closing events.
I. F1 Lox Valve Openin s Bvent
Spectrograms of the F1 lox valve openings are shown in Pigure 21
as derived from track 1 and in Figure 22 as derived from track 2. Examination
of these shows that both purging noise and operating signatures are readily
distingulshable. This is an important finding in view of the initial concern
that purging noise mi_t obscure the valve operating signatures. That the
purging noise and valve opera±ing acoustical signatures are distinct and
separable is evident in the spectrograms and in parametric analyses discussed
in the following. Parametric plots of two F1 lox valve openings as derived
from track 1 are displayed in Figure 23. Plots of the same events, as derived
from track 2, are shown in Figure 24. The calibration of these plots, and all
other F1 plots, differs from that of the S3D plots on17 in respect to timing.
Since the F1 data speed reduction was 32/1, instead of 54/1, each millimeter
represents twice the time interval that it did on the S3D plots - that is, on
the F1 plots each millimeter = 5.24 milliseconds. The parametric opening event
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Figure 21. Spectrograms of Two F-1 Lox Valve Openings, Tape N8, Track 1.
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data is displayed in tabular form in Table V for track 1 and in Table YI
for track 2. Definitions of parameters follow:
The parametric ana/ysis for the P1 lox valve is founded on the
parameters designated A1, A2, A3, A4, P2 and P4.
A1 is the envelope amplitude of the spectral e_erg 7 falling in the
frequency band from 0 to 3200 cps.
A2 is the envelope amplitude of the spectral energy falling in the
frequency band from 2880 cps to 6400 cps.
A3 is the envelope amplitude of the spectral energy falling in the
frequency band from 8000 to 12,800 cps.
A4 is the envelope amplitude of the spectral energy falling in the
frequenc 7 band from 16,000 cps %o 32,000 cps.
P2 is the frequency centroid in the band from 2880 to 6400 cps,
(same band from which A2 is derived).
P4 is the frequency centroid in the 16,000 cps to 32,000 cps,
(same band from which A4 is derived).
(a) Track i Plots for P1 Lox Valve Openin E
This track is recorded from a sensor located on the housing
that covers the sequencing valve assembly.
T O - Standard time reference from which all intervals were measured.
T o is marked by the initiation of a period of silence or near
silence appearing in well marked form both in A4 and A3. This
interval is known to correspond to the operation of the 4-way
valve which actuates the lox valve by reversing the direction
of gas flow. To, in the P1 analysis, is taken as the start of
68
Parameter
Number
Event No.
1
2
3
4
5
1 2 3 4
t tl
ATo T 1 T 1 T I
40 46 28.1 32
40 44 25.0 !32
43 47 33.0 32
39 43 26.2 32
37 43 24.4 32
TABLE V
F1 ENGINE LOX VALVE OPENING EVE]
PARAMETRIC STAB]
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
T2 T3 TF PI P2 P3 P4
47.5 226 640 23.8 37.5 43 81.2
12
A2(_T
C
L
43 226 638 19.4 37.5 47 84.4
46 228 635 18.0 31.0 30 N
47 229 637 22.0 31.0 30 71.9
49 237 638 23.0!37.5 47 N
m
A
% Dev.
39.2 44.6 27.3 32
1.6 1.4 2.5 0
4.1 3.1 8.5 0
46.51 229 638 21.3 35 39 79
1.6 3.0 1.2 2.0 3.1 10 5
3.4 1.3 0.2 9.4 8.9 25 6.3
1
0
0
Parameter
Number 22 23 24 25 26
Event No.
i 6.5
2 8.2
3 6.0
4 9.0
5 8.8
7.7
E 1.1
% Dev. 14.3
Q
....q L,T,__,To
1.5 3.8 5 1.2
0.8 i 5 1.5
0.5 0 5 1.5
1.5 2.8 5 1.5
1.0 2.0 5 1.0
0.94 1.9 5 1.3
!0.3 1.1 0 0.2
32 58 0 15.5
27
.
_(_T F )
1
i
i
28 29 !
I
A-4(<T o) A'_(ATo) A_
6.0 14 3.0
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.4
0.2
3.1
14
I0
15
15
13.6
2.5
18.5
3.0
2.0
3.5
3.5
3.0
0.4
13.5
/
qTS, TAPE N8, TRACK 1
LITY
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
T 3
• 2 _TFA2(T 2) A21T A21T 3 A2(>T F)
T 3 m T F ,,
F'2(<T o) F2[T 2 F21T3 F2(TIJ AF21; _
9 1.7 2.0 i0 5.5 5.8 5.9 3.3 1.0
9 1.5 3.5 I0 5.5 5.6 6.0 3.9 0.5
7.5 1.5 2.0 i0 5.4 5.9 6.0 3.9 1.0
9 1.5 2.0 ii 5.7 5.9 5.5 3.6 i.i
12 1.3 2.0 ii 5.8 5.5 5.5 3.3 1.3
9.3 1.5 2.3 10.4 5.6 5.7 5.8 3.6 0.98
1.0 0.i 0.5 0.5 0.i 0.i 0.2 0.3 0.2
10.7 6.6 2.2 4.8 1.8 1.8 3.5 8.3 20
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
• , , |
T 3 __ T F , _--_IT_ -- T F T F(PI) A4{T I A41T 3 A'_(_TF) F'_((To)F4(TI) T F4{T 3 F4(P4)F"4_TF),%FIT3
6.5 5.0 12 20.8 28.2
6.5 5.3 12 20.8 29.4
6.5 5.5 12 21.0 27.8
7.0 5.3 12 20.8 28.2
6.5 5.1 12 20.3 30.4
, , , , ,
6.6 5.2 12 20.7 28.8
0 • 16 0.16 0 0 •2
2.4 3.1 0 1.0
[
i
23.4 22.9 20.0 22.3 2.74
23.4 22.9 20.7 22.0 2.18
23.6 22.8 N 22.0 3.6
23.0 22.5 19.5 22.3 2.9
23.0 22.8 N 22.0 3.4
, ,m
23.3 22.8 20.1 22.1 3.0
0.88 0.22 0.1 0.26 0.14 0.52
3.1 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.6 17.5
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Parameter
Number 1 2
Event No. AT ° T 1
3 4 5 6 7
T 2 T 3 T 4 TF TR
TABLE
F1 ENGINE LOX VALVE OPEN_G
PARAMETRIC
8 9 10 11 12 13
' _ITFA1 _((To) A'_(ATT1 P1 AI(T2) Toi
1
2
3
4
5
i
A
% Dev.
42.5 50
42.5 _44
40 44
39 47
40 44
57.5 232 N 630 i120 40.6 130 8 1.5
50 228 505 623 1210 30 120 6 2.0
50 231 500 623 1246 36 115 5.5 2.0
51 232 494 623 1206 36 113 6.5 2.0
49 225 495 618 1190 34 ii0 5.4 2.0
40.8 44.6 51.5 230 499 624 1197 35.3 118 5.7 1.9
1.4 2.0 2.4 2.4 3.2 3.0 31 2.7 6 0.8 0.i
3.5 4.5 4.7 1.0 0.6 ).5 2.6 7.5:5.1 14 5.3
2.0 2.0
2.5 2.0
2.3 2.0
2.5 2.1
2.5 2.0 1
2.4 2.0
0.16 0.02
6.7 1.0
Parameter
Number
Event No.
i 15.5
2 19
3 18.5
4 20
5 19
a 18.4
A 1.2
% Dev. 6.5
23 24 25 26 27 28
l l ,
T3 _ TF _
A3[T 3 A3(_T F) iA3(AT o)A-_(<T o) A3(T 2) A'_[TI
, ,
29.5 21.3 12.5 26.5 9
23.0 22.5 13.0 27.2 7.5
21.0 22.5 i0.0 26.5 6.0
]33.0 22.8 13.0 27.5 8.0
]31 23.0 12.0 27.5 8.0
28.0 22.3 12.0 27.0 7.7
4.3 0.5 0.9 0.44 0.8
15.3 2.2 7.5 1.6 I0.5
29 30
m w
A4(<T o) A4(ATo) A4
8.3 2.0
8.8 1.8
8.0 2.O
9.0 12.o
9.0 2.0
8.6 2,0
0.38 0,04
4.4 20
i
/
VI
EVENTS, TAPE N8, TRACK 2
STABILITY
i
14 15 16 17 18 19 2O 21 22
32 33
18.6
0.56
3
34 35 36 37 39
_' i L T-
t
F4(T I )
18.6
19.4
20.6
20.4
20.4
19.9
0.7
3.5
F 4 0bT F )
16.5
16.7
0.12
0.7
7O
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the overLll operation and precedes the actual start of motion.
AT o - This is the duration of the silence interval. It probably
represents the time required for gas flow reversal.
T 1 - Time of major peak in A4. This occurs very shortly after the
end of ATo.
TI'-Marked by major peak in F4.
TI" - The time at which P2 passes its minimum value to move up to a
plateau.
T2 - Marks initial major peak in A2.
T 3 - Time at which plateaus in both A3 and A4 shift downward.
Tf - Marks termination of plateaus in both A2 and A3.
P1- Marks the time of occurrence of a small amplitude peak during
AT o. It is usually also seen in both A3 and A4.
P2 - Period between peaks appearing in initial A2 plateau.
P3 " Period of fluctuations seen in A2 during the interval T3<t<T f.
P4 - Per.od'- of fiuctuations seen in P4 subsequent to Tf.
The other parameters have the same meanings that they did in the
preceding tables in that they represent amplitude or frequency values at the
times or during the intervals indicated.
(b) Track 2 Plots for P! Lox .Valve Ope_nings
I l
This track is recorded from a sensor that is mounted on the
valve body close to Purge Port Y. The meanings of the timing symbols are the
same as those used in the track 1 Table with the following exceptions:
TI"' P2' P3 and P4 are not used in connection with the track 2
analysis.
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P1 is used but with a different meaning. It is a measure of the
slow fluctuations shown in A3 following Tfo
T 4 is used in track 2 analysis, but not in track 1. This marks
the time at which the F4 plateau preceding Tf terminates. The value of F4
rises at this point to a somewhat higher centroid during the T 4 to Tf interval.
T R - The time required for A4 to return to a steady state value
subsequent to Tf. It appears to represent a period of recovery in the N2
driving system.
As in the case of the track 1 table, all time marks are measured
from T o as a reference. In both tables, Tf is considered to mark the finish
of the events. Figure 25 is a parametric plot of an F1 lox valve opening
derived from track 2 data with most of the symbols used marked directly on
the plot for identification. Wherever values are given, the figures are
mea_._nfigures, not those pertaining to the particular event portrayedo
Ii. Discussio n of Pl Lox Valve Openings as Seen on Track_ 1 and 2
J
Viewed as a whole, the opening event represents a parametrically
definable transitional epoch between statistically stationary but distinctly
different states excited by random purging noise. During the time the lox
valve is closed, prior to operation of the four-way control valve, purging
noise energy appears principally in A3 and A4. This is true of both tracks.
A1 displays somewhat more activity in track 1 than in track 2, but its infor-
mation content in either case, for the entire event, is relatively low. A2
energy is low during the interval prior to T for both tracks, but this trace
o
does display significant features subsequently. The frequency of the purging
noise in the A_ b_nd pri_z So To, displayed in the F2 trace, shows random
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Figure 25. Parametric Plot of F-1 Lox Valve Opening Showing Parameter
Identification, Tape NS, Track 2. Operation 1.
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variations about a centroid value of 5.6 kc for track 1 and 8.5 kc for track
2. These values reflect the predominant resonances detected at the different
sensor locations. Similar centroids are observed for F4 with means of 20.7 kc
for track 1 a_d 17.0 kc for track 2. At T O , when the four-way valve is actuated,
the amplitudes of both A3 and A4 are seen %o drop to relative17 low levels
which persist during the so-called "silence" period previously designated as
&To. Inmediately following the silence, marked peaks are observed in both
A3 and A4 in addition to an abrupt frequency rise in P4 which then drops back
%o a lower value. It is believed that actual valve motion begins i--,ediately
after these peaks which represent a pressure buildup just prior to start
motion. Note that at this point both A3 and A4 not only drop in mean value
from their pre-T ° levels, but also displa 7 a very large reduction of instan-
taneous random excursion and assume reasonably steady plateaus. These
plateaus persist until T 3 at which time each drops to a lower, fairly constant
level. It is believed, on the basis of relative elapsed time, that this
represents contact between the driving rod at the end of the poppet shaft
and the sequence valve rocker arm. The signals continue past this point
without significant change, except for a very slight rise in F4, until Tf.
Tf is marked by the appearance of random excursions in A4 and A3 together
with an increase of mean level. A similar pattern appears in A2. In general,
these effects are more conspicuous in track 1 than in track 2. Subsequent to
Tf, believed to mark the finish of valve motion, the dominant feature of the
plots is the resumption of purging noise signals which are now the only source
of excitation.
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III. ,Purging Noise Characteristics Before and After P1 Valve. Opening Event
The main differences among these purging noise patterns before
and after the valve opening operation (recall that flow reversal takes place)
as they appear in track 1 and track 2, are:
A1 - Track 1 shows relatively large random excursions throughout
total event and appears to possess little information value.
Track 2 displays random perturbations o£ markedly lower ampli-
tude, and also contributes little information to signature
recognition.
A2 - TracEs 1 and 2 are very similar with respect to this parameter.
The pre-T ° purging noise signal is very low for both tracks,
being slightly higher for track 2. The post-Tf signals are
considerably larger for both tracks, showing relatively high
amplitude perturbations containing long period components.
A3 -The pre-T ° patterns for both tracks display considerable
random activity with the mean value for track 2 appreciably
greater than that of track 1 (18.4 as compared with 7.7).
The post-Tf patterns again show the characteristic random
perturbations, but the mean levels are rather different.
The track 2 level rose to 27.5 and the track i level fell
slightly to a mean of 6.4.
A4 - The pre-T ° traces for both tracks show the expected random
activity as do the post-Tf patterns. The pre-T ° perturbations
are rather greater for track i than for track 2 as is also the
mean value (13.6 against 8.6). The post-Tf A4 trace for track i
resumes its random character with rather smaller excursion
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amplitude than for the pre-T ° period with a very slightly
lower mean value (12). On the other hand, the post-Tf pertur-
bations for track 2 are greater than those for the pre-T
o
period and the mean level climbs relatively slowly be£ore
reaching a final steady state average which is appreciably
higher (20.7) than as was during the pre-T ° period. The time
required for the steady state average level to be reached is
comparable with the valve operation time - about 553 milliseconds
after T£.
P2 - Prior %o T both the track 1 and track 2 traces display some
o
degree of random variation of relatively small amplitude about
mean centroids of 5.6 kc for track 1 and 8.5 kc for track 2o
Subsequent to Tf, the P2 centroids on tracks 1 and 2 respectively
become 6.2 kc and 7.7 kc. These shifts in F2 purging noise
centroid values axe sufficient to easily classify the valve
as being either opened or closed.
P4 - The pre-T ° P4 traces are very similar to those for P2 but with
the mean track 1 centroid at 20.7 kc and the track 2 mean at
17.0 kc. Subsequent to Tf, the track 1 centroid becomes 22.1
kc and the track 2 centroid is 16.7 kco As was true for the
P2 purging noise %races, the pie- and post-event P4 frequency
levels indicate the P1 lox valve state (open or closed). This
is particularly true for the track 1 signal in which the
difference between the levels is well marked.
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IV. P1 Lox Valve Closin_ Event
SPectrograms of Pl fox valve closings Nos. 4 and 5 as derived
from track 1 data are displayed in Pigure 25 and from track 2 data in
Pigure 27. Parametric plots of the same events (closings 4 and 5) are
shown in Pigure 28 for track 1 data and in Pigure 29 for track 2 data.
As was true for the opening event, it is equally clear for the
closing that the purging noise in no way impaired the clarity of the sonic
operating signatures. This is evident on even cursory inspection of the
spectrograms and even more so on examination of the parametric plots. The
importance of this cannot be over estimated because it means that event
timing can be determined with great precision and that signature features
can readily be distinguished, thus providing a firm basis for accurate iden-
tification of normal valve function and reliable detection of malfunction.
The closing parametric plots were recorded in the same way as the
opening plots and same time calibration applies to them. That is, each
miiJ_m__eter - 6.24 _iliseconds. The sensor locations corresponding %o track
i and track 2 were also the same. The parametric data for the closing events
is displayed in Table VII for track 1 and in Table VIII for track 2. The
meanings of the AI, A2, P2, A3, A4 and F4 parameters are the same as those
identified in connection with the opening event. Definitions of time indica-
tions follow:
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Figure 26. _pectrograms of Two F-I Lox Valve Closings, Tape NS, Track 1,
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Figure 27. Spectrograms of Two F-1 Lox Valve Closings, Tape NS, Track 2.
Operations 4 and 5.
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Tape N8, Track 2. Operations 4 and 5.
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I F1 ENGINE LOX VALVE tPARA1
, Parameter
[ II Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
I
I Event No. T1 T2 TF PF _(<To) A2 To T1
1 *
I
3
I 4
144 306 731 N i0 1.5 1.5 1.0 6.34 5.1
174 381 628 93.7 i0 1.0 3.5 1.0 6.2 4.4
172 364 i610 106 i0 1.0 3.0 1.0 16.16 4.4
155 365 1608 97.2 9.5 1.0 3.0 1.0 16.16 4.4
iI
I
I
i
% Dev.
164 369 612 i00 i0 1.0 2.5 1.0 i6.12
164 370 613 99 9.9 1.0 3.0 1.0 16.2 4.5
7 6 6 4.3 0.2 0 0.25 0 0.08 0.i
4.3 1.9 1.1 4.4 2 0 8.3 0 1.3 2.9
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Parameter
Number
_vent No.
1 *
2
3
4
5
i
% Dev.
19 20 21 22 23
A4(KT o) 'A41T -- T 2 A4 (.>T F )
14 4.5 8.0 6.5 14
13 3.2 13.0 8.0 14
13 3.5 13.0 8.0 15
13.5 3.5 13.0 8.0 14
13.5 3.5 12.0 8.0 13
3 .4 12 .75 8 .0 14
0.13 0.4 0 0.5
3.8 3.1 0 3.6
24
__A-_4(To)
A4
25 26
__A'_4(TF) F-'4(,C'
A4
13.25
0.25
1.9
I....
4
4
3.0
3.5
3.2
3.4
0.3
8.9
1.7 22.2
6.0 22.3
4.0 22.3
5.0 22.5
7.6 22.3
5.7 22.3
1.2 0.i
21 0.5
! * This event differed significantly from all of the others analyzed.Hence, it is not included in determinin_ _ and _.
/
TABLE VII
:LOSING EVENTS, TAPE N8, TRACK 1
[ETRIC STABILITY
ii _2 13 14 15 16 17
T 1 __ T 2 __ T F
18
m ,
A3 (To)
6.1 5.5 6.5 2.0 4.0 2.0 7.0
6.62# 5.7 7.0 1.0 4.0 2.5 7.0
6.62 _ 5.5 6.5 1.0 5.0 2.5 7.0
6.62_ 5.5 7.5 1.0 4.5 2.5 7.5
6.62 _ 5.7 7.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 7.5
6.62 5.6 7.1 1.0 4.4 2.4 7.25
0 0.i 0.3 0 0.4 0.2 0.25
0 1.8 4.2 0 9.0 8.4 3.4
3
3
2.5
2.6
3.2
2.8
0.3
I0.7
27 28 29 30 31 32 33
n T 1 __ T 2 __ T F
F4KT ° F41T 1 F41T 2 F4(T 1) F4(T 2) F4(T F) F4('T F)
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.4
19.6
24.5 24.5
25.9 24.0
26.6 24.4
25.2 24.4
19.3 24.6
19.4
0.05
0.25
18.0 19.8
20.2 19.4
19.8 19.4
19.8 19.4
19.6 19.6
19.9
0.25
1.3
19.4
0.05
0.25
24.3
2.5
9.9
24.5
25.2
28.0
26.0
24.5
25.9
i.I
4.3
_: This event was monochromatic.
24.5
0.i
0.4
20.7
20.7
20.3
20.2
20.6
20.4
0.2
1.0
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Parameter
Number
_vent No.
1
2
3
4
5
A
% Dev.
Parameter
Number
Bvent No.
1
2
3
4
5
A
% Dev.
TABLE VH
FI ENGINE LOX VALVE CLOSIN
PARAMETRIC ST.
1
T 1
2 3 4 5 6
T 1 T 2 T 3 T]_ AT °
N N N 461 732 47
138/159 169 294 380 611 11
162 175 300 381 i612 13
136 163 294 376 611 II
138/159 167 298 1381 611 11
7
P1
i
N
115
112
116
118
8 9 i0
1:'2 PF AI(TF)
N 47
162 100 44
138 94 38
113 88 42
144 88 42
157
7.3
4.6
169 1297 380 611 ii.5 115 142 93 41.5
3.5 2.8 4.5 0.25 0.75 1.75 14 4.5 2.0
2.1 0.9 1.2 0.04 6.5 1.5 9.9 4.8 4.8
2O
A3(<T o)
29.0
28.8
29.0
29.2
29.2
29.1
O. 125
0.43
21 22 23 24 25 26
A'30.TF ) A4--'((To)
13.5 12.5 N 31 18.5 20
II. 0 14.5 50 33.5 17.8 20
11.5 13.0 46 33 17.5 19
11.5 13.0 42 32.5 18.5 19
II.0 14.0 47 33.8 18.5 20
11.25 13.6 46 33.2 18.1 19.5
0.25 0.6 2.25 0.43 0.43 0.5
2.3 4.4 4.9 1.3 2.4 2.6
4,
3,
2,
2,
2,
2,
O,
6,
/
;S, TAPE N8, TRACK 2
BILITY
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
-- Tp --F21To{T1 -- T FA"_((To) A--_T: A2,IT 1 A2(T F) F'_(<'T o) P21T 1 P"20"Tp) ,2(TI)
8.5 4.0 3.0 23.5 7.8 8.9 7.8
8.0 2.4 23 27.0 7.8 7.6 6.62
8.3 2.8 26.5 30.0 7.8 7.7 6.62
8.0 2.5 25 31.0 7.7 7.7 6.62
7.5 2.4 26 30.8 7.7 7.7 6.62
8.0 2.5 25 29.8 7.75 7.7 6.62
0.2 0.13 1.25 1.3 0.06 0.04 0
2.5 5.0 5.0 4.3 0.8 0.5 0
8.8 N
9.i 13.8
8.9 13.8
9.0 ii.0
8.8 12.9
9.0 12.9
0.43 0.9
4.7 7.0
28 29 30 31 32 33
l' _'i _ t ! t i _
) 5.0 4.0 46 8.0 16.5 15.9
) 9.0 3.5 45 7.5 16.5 15.9
7.5 3.5 46 8.0 16.5 15.9
5 7.0 3.5 44 8.0 116.5 15.8
8.0 3.5 43 8.0 16.4 15.9
34 35
n,.
l l
16.8 16.8
14.7 16.0
114.7 {16.5
14.7 16.8
14.7 16.4
7.9 3.5 44.5 7.9 16.5 15.9 14.7 16.5
0.6 0 1.1 0.18 0.025 0.03 0 0.43
7.6 0 2.5 2.2 0.15 0.2 0 2.6
36 37
i i
F4(T I) [F4(mT F)
N. 16.9
12.6/13.1 16.8
14.2 16.9
13 17.1
12 . 3/13.8 16 .8
13.5 16.9
0.48 0.08
3.5 0.45
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(A) Track 1 Plo%s for F1 Lox Valve Closing
T O - S±andard %ime reference from which all in%ervals were measured.
T O is marked by various prominen% indica%ions which include:
(a) a dis%inc% drop in %he F4 frequency from a mean of 21 kc
%0 a mean of 19 kc; (b) a sharp drop in %he A4 level. This
drop is momen%aril 7 in%errup%ed b7 an abrup%, s%eep peak which
coincides wi%h %he F4 drop and %hen con%inues; (c) a drop in
%he A3 level also in%errup%ed by a brief peak. This peak is
coinciden% wi%h %he A4 peak, bu% is far less conspicuous;
(d) a drop in %he F2 level from a mean of 6.15 kc %0 4.5 kc;
(c) a marked drop in %he A2 level accompanied by considerable
subsequen% smoo%hing of %he random charac%er of %he %rack prior
%0 T O which reflec%s %he presence of purging noise up %0 %ha%
%ime.
T 1 - This is marked by a sudden increase in %he A4 ampli±ude and
also by a simul%aneous rise in %he A3 ampli%udeo The A2
ampli%ude increases somewha% as well. The mos% dramatic
signa%ure marked by T 1 is an increase in P"_ from a mean of
4.5 kc %0 one of 6.62 kc. In all opera±ions, excep% No. i,
F2 becomes virtually monochromatic a% 6.62 kc and %he signif-
icance of %his will be discussed subsequen%ly. In some, bu%
no% all opera%ions, T 1 is also marked by a peak in F4 (%his
peak does no% appear in opera%ions 4 and 5).
T 2 - This marks %he ini%ia%ion of a period of change in %he %rack
i closing signa%ures of mos% %races. I% is sligh%ly preceded
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by peaks in both A4 and F4 and followed by a distinct lowering
of the level of each.
Tf - Except in the case of the first closing, Tf is marked by
distinct peaks which occur simultaneously in F4, A4 and A3.
Of these, the A4 peak is %he most conspicuous. In the first
closing, the A4 peak does not occur while the simultaneous peaks
were observed in F4 and A3.
Pf - This is a period of relative"silence" following Tf and is well
marked in A4 and A3.
(B) Track 2 Plots for F1 Lox Valve Closing
Many of the symbols employed for the track 2 plots are the same
as for %he track 1 plots, but in some instances the signatures which mark
them differ. Because of this, all of them are defined below.
T - Zero time reference. It is marked by sudden intensity drops
o
in A3 and A4 and by a slightly delayed drop in A2.
AT - Delay time of intensity drop in A2.
O
t
T 1 - This is marked by the onset of a sudden increase of A2 and
the beginning of rapid perturbations, of low amplitude, in
9
A4. T 1 is followed very shortly by a steady tone in P2 which
becomes virtually monochromatic at a mean frequency of 6.62 kc.
I
T 1 is believed to correspond to T 1 in the track 1 plots of the
Fl lox valve closing event° The monochromaticity of P2 is
interrupted by a small upward perturbation which occurs about
the end of %he first third of its duration.
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T 2 - This is marked by a well defined maximum in A3 and the prev-
iously mentioned F2 perturbation which is simultaneous with it.
T 3 - This marks the onset of an amplitude plateau in both A3 and A4.
It also indicates the termination of a monochromatic tone in
F4 which had begun between T 1 and T 2.
Tf - Characterized by sharp, major peaks in all amplitude parameters.
P1 - This is the period of a major, low frequency oscillation occur-
ring in A2 during the interval from T 1 to Tf.
P2 - The period of the monochromatic tone in P4 which begins after
T 1 and ends at T 3.
Pf - This has the same meaning that it did for track i. Subsequent
to Pf stabilization of the purging noise levels is established.
Note: The features described above apply to all P1 valve
closing operations except the first. The first Pl closing
operation departed markedly from the remainder and is con-
sidered separately in the discussion that follows. Because it
departed so radically, its behavior was not used in the estimates
on feature dispersions.
V. Discussion of P1 Lox Valve Closin_s as Seen on Tracks 1 and 2
, i i i ii i ,,i i , , i ie
Like the analysis of the opening event, the closing analysis was
based on five opera%ions. Study of the parametric plots indicates quite
clearly that the first operation was rather different from the other four
closings whose parametric patterns were in very good agreement among them-
selves. The first closing operation, (operation No. i), differed in two
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respects from the subsequent operations of the same valve. First, the
operation time was distinctly longer. It was, in fact, more than 100 milli-
seconds in excess of the 613 millisecond mean operation time of the other
closings. Second, many distinctive features which characterize F1 lox
valve closings Nos. 2 through 5 do not appear in the parametric plot of
operation i. Among the missing signature details are the major peak in A3
at To, the monochromatic tones in F4 and F2 and the long period oscillations
in A2 between T 1 and Tf. For these reasons, the first closing was 3udged to
be "atypical,' and the data derived from it was not used in computing the
parametric mean values which are listed in Tables VII and VIII. The para-
metric plot of this atypical closing, as derived from track 2 data, is shown
in Figure 30. If it is compared with the plots of two typical closings
derived from the same data (see Figure 29), the abnormal character of the
first closing signature becomes quite obvious.
For help in identifying the parameters employed in this analysis,
a plot of closing operation No. 2 (a typical closing) is displayed in Figure
31 with most of the parameters marked on the display for convenient reference.
Note that the figures vahich appear in association with each parameter,
indicating the mean value and the mean deviation, are means for four events.
In a broad sense, the closing event is categorically similar to the
opening in that it represents a parametrically definable interval between two
different states of random purging noise. During the time the lox valve is
in the open condition, prior to To, the purging noise pattern as reflected in
the various parametric traces very closely resembles the signatures seen in
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Figure 30. Parametric Plot of F-1 Lox Valve Atypical Closing, Tape NS,
Track 2. Operation 1.
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I Figure 31. Parametric Plot of F-1 Lox Valve Closing Showing Parameter
Identification, Tape NS, Track 2. Operation 2.
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the gas, up to the time T O for the closing operation is still flowing
through the same port in the same direction. The relatively high level
of the A2 trace associated with random perturbations of significant ampli-
tude which persists prior to closing T O appears in both the %rack 1 and
track 2 derived plots and is characteristic of the open state. This is
%rue even for event 1 which is aiTpical in other respects, as noted above.
Details of the differences between the pre-T ° and post-Tf purging patterns
will be described later. However, the point is made here that the A2 trace,
even in the absence of other data, would provide an absolute indication of
the valve state as would either F2 or F4. Other general features of the
pre-T ° purging noise pattern are %he essentially sustained levels of the A3
and A4 amplitudes as well as the fairly steady centroids displayed by F2
and P4. Fluctuations about these values, particularly in the cases of P2,
A3 and A4 are more pronounced in the track 2 plots. The track 1 pre-T F2
O
centroid has a mean value of 6.2 kc while the track 2 F2 centroid has a mean
of 7.75 kc reflecting the different resonances predominating at the different
sensor locations. Note that these centroids are the same as those measured for
the post-Tf values in connection with the opening event on the respective
tracks. The pre-T O P4 centroids have means of 24.3 kc for track 1 and 16.5
kc for track 2. Note that, unlike the case of pre-T P2 centroid, the higher
o
frequency centroid value is associated with %rack i. For track 1 the pre-T
o
F4 closing centroid is close to the mean determined for the post-Tf opening
value, the difference being about 200 cps. The track 2 F4 post-Tf opening
and pre-T ° closing centroids are in equally good agreement (within about 200 cps).
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As in the case of the opening events, T O is believed to correspond
to the time of actuation of the four-way reversing valve. At this point,
the purging noise level drops in A2, A3 and A4 and these traces display
conspicuously low amplitudes until T 1. In essence, the T O to T 1 interval
corresponds to the period called "silence" in connection with the analysis
of the opening event. During the reversal period the excitation level of
the system is low. Aside from the drop in amplitude of A2, A3 and A4, the
traces become substantially smooth as the perturbations characterizing the
purging noise either drop to a much lower frequency (for example, A3, track
2) or virtually disappear (for example, A2, track I).
At the time T 1 the entire pattern changes in a manner to be
described and it is virtually certain that T 1 marks the point at which gas
has started to flow through actuator Port C and physical motion of the valve
begins. One outstanding feature of the signature change is an energy increase
in all amplitude bands (of both tracks) with the exception of A1 derived from
track 1 data. The increase appears far more dramatically in the track 2 plots
but is just as distinct, except for magnitude, in the track 1 plots. In
particular, the A4 level in both plots rises with somewhat higher perturba-
tions appearing in the track 1 trace. In the track 1 signature, A3 and A2
both show small increases, but in the track 2 plots A3 climbs quite rapidly
to a maximum (at T2) with rather violent excursions on the way. These
excursions are of high amplitude, but relatively short period. A2 (track 2),
of all the amplitude parameters, demonstrates the most remarkable behavior.
The average level of the trace climbs, somewhat more slowly than that of A3.
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But during the entire period from T 1%o Tf i% exhibits extreme17 large ampli-
tude oscillations of quite long period whose mean is 115 milliseconds. The
other outstanding feature of the closing event signature following T 1 is the
nearly perfect monochromatic line traced by P2. In track 2, F4 also displays
a brief period of chromaticity (from T2 to T3) , but the F2 trace is far more
dramatic in that it persists during the entire interval of valve motion. In
both tracks the frequency of %his F2 tone (it is in fact a nearly steady
state pure sinewave signal) is 6.62 kc. It was suspected that this signature
corresponded to a longitudinal mechanical resonance and the length of the
vibrating member was computed on the assumption of a half wavelength
dominant mode. In this case,
L = X/2
where L = the mechanical length and X = ±he wavelength of resonance.
Then,
L = c/2f
in which c = the velocity of propagation of sonic vibration in steel and
f = frequency. The value of c is 5790 meters/second and, of course, f is
known to be 6.62 kc. On inserting these values into the expression for
length, one obtains the figure of 0.438 meters, or 17 inches. This turns
ou± to be the length of the poppet valve shaft or stem. There seems little
doubt that the signature corresponds to the so-called "slip-stick,, friction
with the intervals of maximum friction "grab" corresponding to the periods
of A2 amplitude oscillation. During this same period there is a corresponding
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oscillation in the A1 trace which is essent£all 7 in phase with that of A2
but of considerably lower amplitude. In the track 2 plots the P4 trace shows
a well marked interval of monochromaticity. This falls wholly within the time
range of the P2 monochromatic tone, but its frequency (14.7 kc) is somewhat
too high to represent its second harmonic.
T 3 may possibly represent the time of disengagement of the pushrod
at the end of the poppet shaft from the sequence port rocker arm. This is
suggested by elapsed time considerations, but is not regarded as established.
The sign£ficance of T3, as a parametric indicator, is the termination of mono-
chromaticity in P4:trace and the rather marked decline in A3 and A4 amplitude
levels in track 2. Tf is believed to represent the finish of the Pl lox valve
closing event and is characterized by major amplitude peaks in AI, A2, A3 and
A4 as derived from track i. This is true of all operations, including event
No. 1 which has already been mentioned as atypical in other respects. The
p£ in - in ........ _^ _^,c.,^_.,..,.,.^
valve seating. Tf can also be identified on the track 1 plots, but the
indications are less conspicuous. With %he exception of event No. i, there
are significant peaks in A3 and A4 and, including event No. i, a distinct
frequency peak in P4. AI, A2 and F2 do not display reliable £ndica%ors for
Tf in any of the five events studied.
Subsequent to Tf, the closing parametric events are characterized
by dips in the A3 and A4 levels, after which purging noise signals are resumed.
The interval between Tf and stabilization of purging noise signatures is
designated as Pf in the tables. It is of the order of I00 milliseconds.
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VI. l_zging Noise Characteristics Before and After P1 Valve Closing Event
As was done for the opening event, the differences among the purging
noise patterns before and after the closings will now be discussed in terms
of the different parameters with specific reference to the tracks from
which they were derived. Again, it should be recalled that purging noise
signals prior to closing- i.e., during the open state of the valve are
results of the same excitation, both in terms of direction of gas flow and
site of entry (actuator port) as existed subsequent %o Tf for the opening
events. And, of course, for the purging noise signals after closing, the
-- for the opening events.excitation is the same as that which existed prior to TO
A1 - Track 1 shows the same relatively large random excursions
which were noted in connection with the opening events and
these persist, incidentally, throughout the operation itself.
The statement, made in the course of discussion of opening
even¢ puzgltig noise signals, _-_ *_^ ,I trace de -_-o_ 6_
track i possesses little if any information, is sustained.
Track 2 displays smaller amplitude perturbations both before
and after the event and appreciable information during it.
The post-event level is somewhat lower than the pre-event
leve I.
A2 - As was true for the opening, track 1 and track 2 A2 data
were very similar. The pre-event purging A2 signal displayed
relatively large perturbations of random amplitude and period,
while the trace subsequent to closing showed little activity.
It tended to be essentially smooth and featureless and of quite
94
!low amplitude. This is the reverse of the pattern observed
for the opening event A2 purging noise signals. It will be
recalled that these A2 purging noise patterns had been cited
as diagnostically indicative of the valve state (open or
closed) in themselves.
A3 - The pre-T ° A3 traces display considerable random activity for
both tracks. The track 1 mean level, however, is markedly
lower than the track 2 level and the perturbation amplitudes
for track 2 are rather larger. The pre-T track 1 mean was
o
only 7'1 while the track 2 mean was 29.1. Subsequent to Tf,
the track 1 A3 signature differed only slightly from its pre-
T O pattern. The mean amplitude rose very slightly to 7.25
add the perturbations were somewhat more pronounced. On the
other hand, the track 2 signature fell substantially to a mean
level of 18.1 with, however, no significant change of pertur-
bation amplitude. These figures are in substantial agreement
for the A3 purging signal patterns observed for the opening
events. For example, the opening pre-T mean level was 18.4
o
(compare with 18.1 above) and the opening post-Tf mean level
was 6.4 (compare with 7.25 above ).
A4 - The track 1 A4 trace displays the usual random pattern both
before T O and after Tf. The post-Tf excursions are somewhat
larger and the mean level rises very slightly, being 13.25
before the closing event and 14 afterwards. This change is not
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a significant one. However, the case of the track 2 A4
pattern is in marked contrast. Here, the pre-T ° random
excursions are extremely large and relatively dense. The
post-Tf perturbations are considerably smaller, having about
one-half the amplitude of those characterizing the pre-T °
epoch. In addition, the axis crossing density is far less.
These waveform differences are quite striking at a glance.
Beyond the dramatic change in signal pattern, there is also
a distinct shift of mean amplitude level. The pre-T A4
O
trace level has a mean value of 19.5 (with a percentage
deviation of 2.6%). Pollowing the closing opera%ion, the
post-Tf A4 level stabilizes at a mean value of only 7.9
(percentage deviation of 2.2%). If one now compares these
levels with those measured for the opening event (still
from track 2 data), one finds that the pre-T ° (for the opening)
value has a mean of 8.6 and that the post Tf mean value is
18.6. Note that these levels are essentially consistent with
the closing post-Tf and closing pre-T ° mean values respect-
ively. 0he can quite confidently conclude, therefore, that
as was true for the A2 trace, the A4 track 2 derived purging
noise signal iS a reliable indicator of the valve state (open
or closed).
P2 - The P1 fox valve track 1 purging noise pattern for F2, prior
to T , displays a relatively small, irregular frequency devia-
o
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and is quite consistent from closing to closing with a
percentage deviation of only 1.3%. Subsequent to Tf the
pattern is very similar except that the deviations are
slightly greater and there is a small, but distinct drop
in the frequency centroid to 5.6 kc (percen%age deviation
of 1.8%). In the case of the track 2 derived F2 trace,
the signal also displays definite centroids before and
after the closing event. The random deviations, however,
are essentially more alike than in the track i data, but
the difference between the centroids is appreciably greater,
with the higher centroid following, rather than preceding the
closing. The mean pre-T ° centroid frequency is 7.75 kc (with
a percentage deviation of 0.8%) while %he value of the post-Tf
centroid is 9.0 kc (with a percentage deviation of 4.7%).
The centroid levels for both tracks, before and after closing,
agTee closely with %he values obtained after and before opening.
F4 - The pre-T ° and post-Tf F4 traces are, for a given track, quite
similar. Definite centroids are exhibited as for F2 but, for
each track, the pre-and post-event frequency devia±ions are
far more alike, with the track 1 deviation amplitudes rather
larger than those appearing in the track 2 derived F4 traces.
Changes in the F4 purging noise centroids before and after the
event do show differences, but these are small for each track,
with the track 2 difference the lesser of the two. The pre-T
o
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centroid for track 1 is 22.3 kc (percentage deviation of 0.5%)
and the post-Tf centroid mean for the same track is 20.4 kc
with a percentage deviation of 1.0%. In the case of the track
2 derived P4 trace, the pre-T centroid mean is 16.5 kc
o
(percentage deviation of 0.15%) and the post-Tf mean is barely
larger with a value of 16.9 kc (percentage deviation of 0.45%).
Again, as for the other parametric traces, these values are in
good agreement with the purging noise levels observed in connect-
ion with the Pl lox valve opening events. For example, in the
case of the opening the pre-T centroid mean frequency is 20.7 kc
o
(compared with 20.4 for the closing post-Tf value) and the
post-Tf centroid mean is 22.1 kc (compared with 22.3 for the
closing pre-T value).
o
VII. Fl Lox Valve Feature Th_.in_ Analysis
Having discussed some of the more significant features of the P1 lox
valve opening and closing event parametric features in terms of trace patterns,
we now consider the same events with respect to operation timing. It will be
recalled that T O - in the case of both the openings and the closings - was
believed to mark the initiation of operation of the four way valve. This was
seen parametrica117 as the beginning of a period of relatively low energy in
the amplitude traces. This period, for the opening event, had a mean duration
of 39.2 milliseconds (with a mean deviation of 4.1%) as measured on the track
1 plots and 40.8 milliseconds (with a mean deviation of 3.5%) as measured from
the track 2 plots. The agreement between these means is quite close. The
n'u',=.,"911 nr_-_÷.;n. +_,,,._, .,.,,_,.,,,4.,-_,,'I '6n..e +h_, n'r'_r',._ne ('P +n "P % _e ,._,_+_,,,,-.._,.=,,4 _.,,,e.._
-" -="............. _ .............. " ...... '=' "-0 -- -f" ......
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track 1 plots was 638 milliseconds (mean deviation of 0.2%) and from the
track 2 plots was 624 milliseconds (mean deviation of 0.5%). It is noted
that there is a discrepancy of 14 milliseconds between the two. This is large
compared with the deviations among the track 1 and track 2 measurements res-
pectively. It is believed that the track 1 mean time for the T O to Tf interval
(638 milliseconds) is correct and that the cues employed for the location of
the Tf timing line on the track 2 plots were slightly obscured by the initiation
of purging noise, on examination of the parametric plots for the opening events
of the Pl lox valve as derived from track 2, it will be seen that the line
indicating Tf corresponds to the time location of a slight dip in the A4 trace
which just precedes a prominent peak. It is now fairly clear that this peak
is a more accurate Tf cue. For the five events studied, the mean interval
between the dip and the peak is about 1.5 millimeters as measured and this
corresponds to 9.4 milliseconds in real time. This correction would bring
+he ----anT O +o Tf interval (for +.-hetrack 2 opening plots) to 632 milliseconds
and the discrepancy would then be only 7 milliseconds, or roughly 1% between
the two tracks which represents quite good agreement.
The To to T 1 interval as determined for the closing plots, is
believed, it will be recalled, to represent the time required for reversal
of gas flow to take place and corresponds, in effect, to the duration of
operation of the four way valve. This interval, as derived from track 1
data, is in good agreement with the track _ value. Por track i, the mean
time was 164 milliseconds with a mean deviation of 4.3%. For track 2, the
mean time for the apparently corresponding interval, i.e., T o to TI' , was
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169 milliseconds with a mean deviation of 2.1%. Note that the time required
for operation of the four way valve to initiate closing is about four times
the time required to initiate opening, if our interpretation of the parametric
plots is correct. The interpretation is in large part based on the fact that
in plots of both events, derived from both tracks, display an unmistakable
drop of energy which is difficult to explain except in terms of a temporary
reduction of the excitation level as would be expected during the interval
of operation of the four way valve. The T O to Tf intervals for the closing
operation, as derived from both tracks, are in good agreement with each
other and somewhat less than the time required for the opening operation.
The mean interval for track 1 is 613 milliseconds with a mean deviation of
1.1%, while that derived from track 2 data is 611 milliseconds with a mean
deviation of only 0.04%.
On the basis of the interpretation that the initial periods of low
excitation energy which follow T for both the oDenin_ and closins events
0 - _
represent the operating time of the four way valve, it becomes possible to
derive a good estimate of the actual motion time of the valve by subtracting
these intervals from the corresponding T O to Tf periods. In this way, we
obtain values for the opening motion time as
Prom track 1 Plots -- 598.8 milliseconds
From track 2 Plots -- 591.2 milliseconds
For the closing motion time, we compute
From track 1 Plots -- 449
From track 2 Plots -- 454
milliseconds
milliseconds.
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These figures axe all mean values. If we now take the percentage
deviation as derived from motion t_me differences and the average of the
means, we find that for the opening motion it is 1.3 and for the closing
1.1. The striking fact is the briefer duration of the closing time as
compared with the opening even%. It should be recalled, however, that
during opening, the gas pressure compresses the spring, while during
closing the spring, in effect, exerts a force supplementing the driving
pressure. This is believed to account for the shorter interval required
for the closing motion.
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2.5 Correlation of Sonic Signature Peatures with Mechanics of Valve
Operation
In the foregoing discussions of the individual valve signatures,
correlations were made, in many instances, between signature features and
what was believed %o be occurring mechanically within the valve. These
correlations are reviewed below. Without having had the valves themselves
directly available for detailed studies of their physical operation, these
correlations are of necessity inferential, based on the taped data as
processed taken in conjunction with drawings which were suppl£ed.
In the course of analysis it was noted that certain features of
the valve signatures were more clearly evident in one track than another.
During the following review of signature correlation with mechanical operation,
attention will be called to the influence of sensor locat£on on the observed
patterns. The parametric plots will be referenced exclusively in this review.
2.5.1 S3D Fuel Valve
Track 1 data was derived from a sensor located on the valve flange.
The track 2 sensor was attached to the housing containing the actuator.
Sensor locations are shown for the fuel and other S3D valves in Figure 32.
In the case of this valve, the correspondence of T with start motion and of
o
T 3 for the finish of motion for the opening event is given an "I' rating.
The slight peak in A4 at T O in the normal openings which is seen as a large
peak in the abnormal openings, is quite consistent in occurrence with respect
to the microswitch signal. This start of motion of the valve blade was trans-
mitted fairly well through the main valve housing, but appeared only in a
broad and ill defined manner in The track 2 data. i% probably refle_s a
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resonance of the actuator case of extremely low amplitude. T3, on the other
hand, is well marked in both tracks, being identified by peaks of significant
size in AI, A2 and A3. T which indicates the time of first detection of
X
turbulence due to actuating gas flow is well marked by the sharp rise in F4
in track i. This feature appears equally well in track 2 plots. The accom-
panying activity in F2 is even more sharply marked, probably because of the
proximity of the %rack 2 sensor to the gas inlet. This conclusion is
supported, to a degree by the greater amplitude observed in A2 in the track
2 data.
In the case of the S3D fuel valve closing, the T O and Tf identifica-
tions which were based on major peaks in A1, A2, and A3 and on smaller, but
significant and coincident peaks in A4 in the track 1 derived plots. These
are believed to be reliable indicators. The small peak in F4, which determines
Tp, is believed to indicate the occurrence of the bang caused by operation
of the solenoid which controls the actuating valve. On some plots this peak
was more marked than it appears in the ones showD. It can be seen only on the
track i plots and is to a degree suspect for that reason. The absence of a
correlated signal in A4 is not in itself conclusive negative evidence because
the sensitivity of the axis-crossing detector from which the F4 trace was
derived is coDsiderably higher than that of the amplitude detectors. For
example, note that there is a pre-event F4 trace (both tracks) as well as
a post-event trace during a period of apparent total quiescence of A4. The
time line denoting Tq marks the initiation of appreciable energy in A3 and A4
in the track i plots. Note that these signatures are even more pronounced in
the track 2 plots which show a high level of A2 energy as well. These amplitude
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features were interpreted as representing the take up of freeplay in the
linkage (C). It is true, however, that they could reflect a high level of
sonic energy due to the flow of gas in the actuating cylinder. In either
case, one would expect the signal levels in track 2 to exceed their counter-
parts in track 1 and this is indeed the case. T which marks the sudden
x
increase in F4 was, as in the case of the opening, believed %o mark the first
detection of turbulence caused by gas flow (A). Note, in this connection,
that T x precedes Tq by a significant interval (about 10 milliseconds). This
would seem to support the suggested interpretation for T .
x
2.5.2 S3D Lox Valve
Plots for the S3D lox valve (and for the gas generator valve as well)
were made only from track 1 data after examination of spectrograms derived
from more than one sensor. It was concluded, after study of the spectrograms,
that for these valves, acce lerometers mounted on the main body would yield
sufficient data both for timing purposes and for highlighting significant
signature features.
Por the lox valve opening event, T - believed %o represent the
O
Start of motion - is well defined by simultaneous peaks in A2, A3 and A4.
There is also a marked frequency peak in A2 and an abrupt frequency rise,
leading to a plateau, in P4. The finish of motion (designated as Tf) is
indicated by very prominent peaks in A4 and A3 as well as a significant peak
in A2. On occasion there was a correlated peak in A1, but this did not appear
with the reliability of the others, confidence in the accuracy of this inter-
pretation is very high. As with the fuel valve, a Tx timing line is identified
by the abrupt increase in F4 which ocu._ sor_ewhat _* -.... =-_e_ the "-__-
_**_ .... 5 of the
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timing signal. There is again considerable confidence that this represents
the initial capture by the axis-crossing detector of turbulent gas flow in
the actuating system.
For the lox valve closing, the T O and Tf timing lines are marked by
pronounced peaks in all four amplitude parameters and these times for start
and finish of motion are believed to be well established. The T x time line
is believed to have the same significance that it did for the opening event;
namely, the first detection of gas turbulence. The A3 and particularly A4
traces show considerable activity prior to T O which was believed due to take
up of freeplay in the linkage. However, the steady F4 centroid, beginning
shortly after Tx, in advance of valve blade motion, and continuing somewhat
past Tf may suggest an orificial source. The F4 centroid occurring during
the opening event is also thought to be orificial. Trace A3 in the lox valve
closing plots is interesting because of the slow oscillations following T o
of approximately 5 millisecond period. This oscillation is thought, possibly,
to reflect a resonant effect involving the mass of the moving system and the
compliance of the actuator piston spring.
2.5.3 S3D Gas Generator Valve
As for the fuel and lox valves, the T O and Tf time lines which are
believed to identify the start and finish of valve motion are marked by
amplitude peaks in both the opening and closing events. These peaks occur in
all amplitude traces. In the case of the opening, the T O peaks are smaller
than the Tf peaks, but for the closing they are essentially equal. As with
the other valves, a T timing line is identified for both events and believed
x
to indicate the initial detection of turbulence. In the gas generator valve
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closings, as in %he lox valve closings, a small peak in F4, whose %ime of
occurrence is iden%ified as Tp, is believed %0 deno%e ±he %ransmi%%ed bang
of %he solenoid %hrough %he %ubing. The prominen± peaks in F4 (opening)
are almos% cer%ainly of orificial origin. The second peak mus% be caused
by %he persis%ence of flow af%er mo%ion has ceased. No%e %ha% in opera%ion
4, %he second peak is monochroma%ic, or nearly so. In %he case of %he
closings, %he firs% and %bird F4 peaks are bo%h believed %0 be orificial.
In %he case of %he third peak %his is prac%ically cer±ain for %he reason
given in connec%ion wi%h %he second F4 opening peak.
2.5.4 P 1 Lox Valve
In %he case of %he Pl lox valve, da%a from %wo %racks was para-
me%rically analyzed bo%h for %he openings and %he closings. Figure 33 shows
a longi%udinal sec%ion of %his valve. No%e %ha% %he accelerome%er associa%ed
wi%h ±rack 1 is moun%ed on the end cover near ±he sequence pot%s, while %he
±rack 2 acce!erome%er is loca%ed a± purge pot± Y on %he fi±%ing bol±ed direc%1y
%0 %he valve body cas%ing.
For %he opening even%, T O on bo%h %he %rack 1 and %rack 2 plo%s
almos% cer%ainly corresponds %0 ini±ial ac%ua%ion of %he four way valve
and %he period of silence (low level energy in A3 and A4) represen%s %he
%ime required for reversal of gas flow %0 %ake place. This in%erval is
designated AT. Confidence in %his in%erpre%a%ion is very high. I% has
been assumed %ha% ac%ual mo%ion of %he fox valve s%ar%s a% %he expira%ion of
%he silence in%erval or very shor%ly thereaf%er. For compu%a%ion of ±he ac%ual
too%ion %ime, %he former assump%ion was made. Based solely on %lining consider-
a%ions, i% was suspec%ed %ha% T 3 migh% correspond %0 con%ac% between %he end
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Figure 33. Longitudinal Section of F-1 Lox Valve Showing _nsor
Locations for Tracks 1 and 2.
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of the valve shaft and the sequence valve rocker arm. T 3 occurs at roughly
the same time after T O in the plots derived from both tracks, although the
track 1 plots provide more clear cut cues for its identification. Tf (in
the case of both plots) is believed %o mark the finish of lox valve motion.
This interpretation is considered to be well founded and, indeed, it is noted
that the purging noise pattern resumes subsequent %o Tf.
For the closing event, again T almost certainly marks the initiation
O
of four way valve operation to achieve reversal of gas flow. The abrupt
transition fr_n the pre-T ° purging noise signatures to a period of relative
silence (observed in plots from both tracks) can be due only to an interrup-
tion of system excitation. The termination of the silence period (designated
as T 1 for the track 1 plots and T 1' for the track 2 plots) is, as was true
for the opening event of the F1 lox valve, believed to represent the t_m_ a%
which gas begins to flow in the reverse direction, Again, as was true for
the opening, i% was assumed that the end of the silence interval marks the
actual start of valve motion. If this assumption is incorrect, the error
cannot be more than a vet 7 few milliseconds. Shortly after actual start of
motion, there appears the remarkably steady F2 tone which has been attributed
to a half-wave longitudinal resonance of the poppett valve stem excited
apparently b7 "slip--stic_' friction. In this connection, it is, as previously
mentioned, believed that the accompanying long period amplitude variations in
A2 (in the track 2 plots) represent periods during which the frictional
resistance varies from minimum to maximum and back. The attribution of the
monochromatic F2 tone to valve stem resonance is supported by the fact that
the measured frequency of the monochromatic tone coincides exactly with the
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computed half-wave resonance frequency for the valve stem. While this is
not conclusive, it is strong presumptive evidence and a reasonably high measure
of belief is assigned %o this interpretation. The case for the interpretation
of the periodic amplitude change in A2 (track 2) is not considered as strong.
It is a reasonable assumption, particularly as it correlates with the A1 trace
for the same plots, but is not supported by direct evidence. It should be
noted that the monochromatic tone in P2 appears in plots derived from both
tracks. However, the track 2 plots portray this tone in a far more pure
form. That is, the tone as seen in the track 1 plots shows substantial
amounts of momentary frequency deviation, particularly during the second
half of its duration. On the other hand, the track 2 plots show a perfectly
straight line (except for a slight positive peak at T2) for F2 tone through-
out its entire extent. It seems fairly certain that the location of the
track 2 sensor on the main valve body favors sonic transmission of the signal
because of the large cross section of the metal structure available for acoustic
conduction between the valve stem and the track 2 accelerometer. Tf is
definitely believed to mark the termination of valve motion. The large peaks
in A4, A3, A2 and A1 (in track 2) are all coincident and are interpreted
as reflecting the impact of the valve head on the seat. Some of these peaks
also appear in the track 1 plots - principally A4 and A3 - with markedly
lower amplitude. There is no question at all that the track 2 sensor position
(at purge port Y) affords a superior indication of the finish of closing.
Note that this position is, in fact, quite close to the valve seat.
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In general, it would appear that, given a single choice of sensor
location, that corresponding to track 1 might be preferred. This is due to
the fact that track 2 data presents a clearer view of the activity of the
critical sequencing valve while also providing clear indications of the
operation of the four way valve, the start of motion and the completion of
I
I
I
motion. However, for complete monitoring of both the opening and closing
events there is always the possibility that a given malfunction might appear
more conspicuously in the track i signature and therefore prudence would
dictate employing both locations.
2.5.5 Orifice Resonance
I As a supplement to the valve signature analyses, the orificial
resonance of an airier excited pipe was explored. This was done because
I
I
some of the valve signature features were believed to be orificial in origin
and it was considered important to examine a laboratory model of this effect.
In this experiment, a piece of tubing, 30 millimeters in diameter, was used.
I
I
I
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An airier was introduced at one end to supply sonic excitation. The acoustic
output at the other end was picked up by a high quality dynamic microphone
and tape recorded. The tape was then slowed down by a factor of 16 to 1 and
the band from 0 to 1 kc was analyzed by the Melpar 100 channel filter bank.
This band corresponded to 0 to 16 kc in "reaD' frequency and the resulting
spectrogram is displayed in Figure 34. Detailed analysis, based both on this
spectrogram and on others made with a Polaroid camera, indicated that most
I
I
I
I
of the energy was concentrated within the frequency range of 2 to 6 kc.
Predominate peaks occurred at 2.13 and 4.26 kc. H. S. Ribner I points out
!. ,,.__u4h-o_,. ._.u, ,,wn_rgy Flux from an Acoustic Source Contained in a Moving
Fluid Blement and its Relation to Jet Noise", JASA, Vol. 32, No. 9, Sep. 1960.
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Spectrogram of Acoustic Output of Airjet Excited Pipe
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%ha% %he principal sound frequency emi%%ed by an eddy in a je% lies wi%hin
a range be%ween c/2_R and c/R, where c is %he sound velocity in %he fluid
and R is %he radius of %he je%. The firs% expression represen%s %he circum-
feren%ial resonance of %he je% and %he second a radial resonance. If a pipe
radius of 1.5 cen%ime%ers is subs%i%u%ed in %hese expressions, with veloci%y
±aken as ii00 x 12 x 2.54 cm/sec, ±he circumferen%ial resonance is found %0
be 3.56 kc and the radial 5.58 kc. These compu%a%ions ignore edge effec%s
and also %he fac% %ha% %he driving je% %ends %0 increase %he len8%h of %he
pa%h ±raveled by %he sound. These fac%ors would %end %0 reduce %he compu%ed
values somewha%. The order of magni%ude of agTeemen% of %he observed and
compu%ed values is good. If %he orifice size is scaled downward %o approx_-
ma%e values exis%ing in %he ac%ual valves, %he expec%ed orificial resonances
are consis%en% wi%h %he measured cen%roids which define %he observed purging
1
norse frequency bands. Ribner has also shown on a semi-empirical basis %ha%
%he energy dis%ribu%ion in %he je% spec%rum is reflec%ed by an expression in
which the square of %he fundamen%al frequency appears. On %his basis a double
peak s%ruc%ure would be expec%ed (fundamen%al plus second harmonic) and, as
indica%ed, %his was found. This dis%ribu%ion func%ion is such %ha% higher
frequency componen%s would also be an%icipa%ed and i% can be seen, from %he
spec%rogram, %ha% these do exis%.
i.
ii , i i i i | , i i i l
Ribner, H.S., "On %he Spec%ra and Direc%ion of Je% Noise", JASA, Vol. 3__5,
No. 4, April 1963.
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3. QUALITY OF TAPSS R_CBIV_D FROM NASA
Eight tapes containing valve operating sonic data were received
from NASA. These were numbered at Melpar in order of receipt as N1, N2,
N3 and so forth. Bach of these was examined for signal quality and the best
recordings were used for the analyses on which this report is based. In those
cases in which the quality was below optimum, the difficulty was identified
as either excessive noise, excessive signal amplitude causing _erload or
signal weak or absent.
A synopsis of tape quality, based on oscillographic examination,
follows:
N1 and N2. These were F1 tapes. The signal/noise level was in
general too low to permit satisfactory analysis.
N3. This was a tape of the S3D valves. Except for an occasional
overload, the quality was excellent and this tape was selected for analysis.
N4. This was also an S3D tape. This tape had frequent overloads,
usually on the direct record tracks. Because such overloads may generate
erroneous spectral data this tape was not analyzed.
NS. This was an F1 lox valve tape. It was overloaded on two
direct record channels and signals could not be found on two FM channels.
N6. Also an Pl lox valve tape. I% was found shnilar to N5, except
that one direct record channel (7) also had no signal recorded.
N7. This was also an F1 lox valve tape. Similar to NS. Good speech
signal.
N8. This was the last tape received and was also an F1 lox valve
recording. The signal quality of this tape was excellent and it was used as
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the source of the F1 lox valve data contained in this report.
signals could be found on this tape.
No timing
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4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 General
It was the objective of this contractual effort to develop a
method of analTsis and the equipment for this analysis which would permit
critical and comprehensive evaluation of the performance of mechanical and
electro-mechanical devices aboard space vehicle stages as born by the infor-
mation content in the acoustical signatures acquired by accelerometer
sensors mounted judiciously about the device. This report covers Phase I
of the program. This fizst phase was devoted to development of methods
and techniques for analysis of the acoustical signatures. One of the
principal areas to investigate was that of signature stability. That is,
the closeness with which signatures for successive operations of the same
valve under the same driving conditions would match one another. A second
area of investigation pertained to the distinctive nature of the signature;
represent the inteznal mechanical operating features of the valve thus
permitting one to gain knowledge about the performance of internal valve
mechanisms. Indeed the results show that one can literally obtain a time
flow picture of the internal workings of the valve from the information
content of the signature. Closely related to the investigation of the causes
of distinctive signature features is the capability to sense signature changes
that could be indicative of either an existing or potential future malfunction
of a valve. A third area of significant interest is the influence of sensor
location on the signature and the utility of using the outputs of a mu1%iplicit 7
of sensors for developing the complete signature. The fourth and final area
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of significan% in%eres% lies in %he developmen% of an efficien% means for
re%aining %he significan% informa%ion con%en% of %he signa%ure, a means
_ich will lend i%self mos% efficien±ly %o %he developmen± of on-si%e
reliabili%y %es± equipment designed to provide a pass-or-reject %esting
of all forms of missile engine valves. In the following paragraphs the
findings with regard %o each of the principal objec%ives mentioned above
are summarized for the S3D fuel, fox and gas generator valves and for the
Pl lox valve.
4.2 Si_na%ure S%abili _
In order %0 ascer%ain ±he degree of signa%ure stabili%y, a large
number of opera%ions of %he fuel, lox and gas genera%or valves for %he S3D
engine and of %he lox valve for %he P1 engine were analyzed using bo%h fine
s%ruc%ure spec%rum analysis and a specially developed parame%ric analysis,
%he 1a%%er designed %0 conver% %he informa%ion con±en% of %he acous%ical
signa%ures %0 a form mos± readily sui%ed %0 au±oma±ic pa%%ern recogni%ion
devices. Por the $3D engine valves, i% was found %ha% ±he significan%
informa%ion con%en% per±inen± %0 a_saying %he performance of %he valves for
all %hree S3D engine valve ±ypes, fuel, lox and gas generator, lies in ±he
frequency spec%rum from 0 %0 64 kc. Pot %he Pl engine fox valve %he signif-
ican% informa%ion con%en% was found %0 lie in %he 0 %0 32 kc range. These
fac±s were de%ermined by analvzing %he acous%ical si_la%ures as acquired by
1_ndevco Model 22.27 and 2217 accelerome%ers moun%ed a% various loca%ions on
%he various valve bodies wi±h ±he fine s%ruc%ure spec%rum analysis equipmen%
discussed in de%ail in Sec±ion 2.2.2 of %his repor%. It should be no%ed %ha%
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this equipment is paxt of Melpar's signal analysis laboratory facility
and was not constructed specifically for this contract. Typical spectro-
grams of the S3D valve signatures obtained by use of the fine structure
spectrum analysis equipment are shown in Figures 3 and 9 for the S3D fuel
valve openings and closings, Figures 13 and 15 for the S3D lox valve openings
and closings, Figures 17 and 18 for the S3D gas generator openings and closings.
For the F1 lox valve typical spectrograms are shown in Pigures 21 and 22 for
openings and Figures 26 and 27 for closings. Visual study of these spectro-
grams reveals that successive operations of the s_,e valve type on both the
S3D and F1 engines exhibit extremely strong similarit 7. In fact, one can
overlay the photographic negatives of the spectrograms and observe qualita-
tively that the signatures deviate little from one operation to another.
Thus, by this qualitative means, one is confident that the signatures are
extremely stable. It is now important to point out that for the S3D fuel
valve two operations did deviate markedly in their spectrographic pattern.
Also a significant deviation from the mean pattern was observed in the case
of the first closing operation of five F1 lox valve openings and closings
subjected to analysis. In the case of the S3D fuel valve, the deviating
operations were Nos. 1 and 11. In Figure 4, these operations are compared
with other operations which appeared to be normal. As discussed in detail
in Section 2.4.2 of the report, it appears that on opening operation Nos. 1
and 11, the S3D fuel valve blade hung up causing a delay in the initiation
of blade motion of approximately 40 milliseconds beyond that typical of the
remaining operations recorded. This diagnosis was made via the observation
of energy bursts in the vicinity of 11.8 kc and 42 kc _ich consistently
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accompany the break-away of the blade from the seated position. In the
case of the first closing operation of the F1 lox valve, it was found to
possess a duration from the instant of activation of the four way valve to
the instant of attaining the fully open state that exceeded that typical
of all others by 118 milliseconds. Also a "slip-stick" excitation of the
poppet shaft fundamental resonance which was observed in all other operations
analyzed, failed to occur. The details of the Pl analysis are discussed
in greater detail in Section 2.4.5.
It is not sufficient to evolve only a qualitative evaluation
of the signature stability. Rather, it is more satisfactory to obtain a
quantitative estimate of the mean dispersion among a set of signatures
which are considered to be typical of the event to be classified. To
accomplish this end, and also to place the signature data in a form more
suitable for automated recognition of malfunction, parametric data analysis
instrumentation was developed. This instrumentation is discussed in detail
in Section 2.2.3 of this report. For use with the S3D valves, it provides
for the segmentation of the 0 to 64 kc spectrum into four bands. These
bands are as follows: Band I, 0 to 6.4 kc, Band 2, 5.76 to 12.8 kc, Band
3, 16 to 25.6 kc and Band 4, 28.8 to 64 kc except for the S3D gas generator
for which Band 4 was 38.4 to 64 kc. The parametric analyzer determines the
amplitude or intensity of the energy captured in each band. For the res-
pective bands these amplitudes are designated as AI, A2, A3 and A4 for the
respective bands. Also the frequency centroids in bands 2 and 4, designated
as F2 and F4 respectively, are also determined. Frequency centroids in bands
2 and 3 were considered unnecessary and were not incorporated. Thus, six
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parameters, viz; A1, A2, A3, A4, F2 and F4 are used to represent the
significant information content of the acoustical signatures. Plots of
these parameters as functions of time for the S3D fuel, lox and gas gen-
erator valves are illustrated in Figures 6, 9, 14, 15, 19 and 20 of the
text. These parametric signatures allow for the statistical analysis of
the time-amplitude-frequency characteristics of significant features in
the signatures. The results of such statistical analysis are presented
in Tables I, II, III and IV for 33D fuel, and lox valve openings and
closings. The general technique is to select a distinctive feature in
either an amplitude or frequency parameter and to record its t_me of
occurrence, and amplitude or frequency value at that time. Also mean
values of amplitude and frequency between various time boundaries con-
sidered pertinent in defining the signature were recorded. This procedure
was performed on six S3D fuel valve openings and closings, and on six 33D
lox valve openings and closings. The percentage dispersion in each feature
class was computed for the entire set. These are summarized in Table IX
below.
Table IX
, i
Summar_ of Mean Dispersions in Percent Deviation from Mean Value
Obse.rved in $3D Valve o_eration Acoustical Signatures '
Fuel Valve Lox Valve
Feature Class , Open Close Open Close
Time 4.2 9 5.5 4.0
Frequency ii. 5 i0.3 4.5 5.0
Amplitude 37 22.5 31 15.0
Mean Frequency ' _ -- 3.7 ' 2.5 "
Mean Amplitudes -- -- 33.4 7.0
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I% should be pointed out that the dispersions contained in Table IX are
not produced by inaccuracy in the observation due to equipment limitations
but are the result of the true variations in the event. The percentage
deviations should thus be considered as specifying the degree of"blurring'
occasioned in repetitions of the event. Any signature that deviates within
the tolerance limits in all regards must of necessity be considered as a
member of the normal category. An event deviating out of the indicated
dispersion range for one or more of the factors used in establishing the
mean dispersion chart would be automatically considered suspect. It should
be noted that the dispersion is smallest for the times of occurrences of
significant features. Thus timing would be an important factor in establish-
ing the conformity or non-co_formi%7 of a given event signature to the base-
line pattern. The next most desirable parameters having the next smallest
dispersion are those involving frequency values. The parameter possessing
the gTea%est dispersion and hence havi_g %he least influence on _--_-_^-
making is the amplitude parameter. Except for assisting in the establish-
ment of the times of occurrence of various features in the signature, the
absolute amplitudes are apparently of least value when viewed in the compar-
ison with the small dispersion in timing and frequency values. However, it
should not be interpreted from this that the amplitude data is not important
in the decision making process. The timing data depends critically on the
amplitude peaks observed at various times during the signature and without
the amplitude parameters it would not be possible to confidently ascertain
the times of occurrence of critical signature features. As a final note it
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is interesting to observe that the deviations in timing for the atypical
operations Nos. 1 and 11 for fuel valve openings were approximately 50%,
thus far exceeding the mean dispersion for timing observed for the bmse-line
pattern represented by the data in Table IX. It should be noted that the
values that appear in Table IX represent averages of the critical feature
timing dispersions and that in the case of selected critical features, such
as the time of the initiation of motion of the valve blade, the dispersion
was considerably less. The dispersion in the time of initiation of valve
blade start motion was only 1% as compared to a mean value o£ 4.2% for
the set of all timing dispersions for S3D fuel valve openings.
Consider now the same kind of data for the P1 lox valve. Table X
shows the percentage dispersions noted in timing, frequency, amplitude, mean
amplitudes and mean frequencies for F1 lox valve openings and closings as
observed on track 1 (sensor located on the sequencing valve cover) and track
o ¢_o_ 1_ra+_ nn ÷hp va]vP body at Dur_e nort Y). In this case the
Table X
i , i i i
Summary of Mean Dispersion in Percent Deviation from
Mean valu e Observed in pl Lox Valve O_erati6n Acoustical Signatures
Track 1 Track 2
i . i i r
F.eature Class Open Close Open Close
r i i i i r , i __ __
Time 2.0 2.4 2.5 2.6
Frequency 5.7 5.0 3.3 5.3
Amplitude 35.0 13.5 16 3.6
Mean Frequency i.5 i. 1 2.1 1.1
Mean Amplitude 6.8 3.3 5 3.4
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analysis bands were Band 1, 0 to 3.2 kc, Band 2, 2.9 to 6.4 kc, Band 3,
8.0 to 12.8 kc and Band 4, 16 to 32 kc. A review of the data in Table X
reveals that the overall signature stabiliT 7 of the F1 lox valve opening
and closing signatures is considerably better than that for S3D fuel and
lox valves. The one aiypical closing (operation 1) as seen on both track
1 and 2 data departed so marked17 from the base-line pattern in all
respects as %o leave no doubt that the departure would have been detected
by automated recosnition equiI_nent designed to recognize such departures
by pattern matching techniques.
Another vet 7 important factor should be mentioned with regard
to the P1. This type of valve is characterized b7 the continuous presence
of purging noise generated by the presence of continuous actuation gas flow
through the driving piston. Initially, some concern was expressed that the
purging noise might obscure the valve signature. Indeed this concern was
without foundation. Not only did the purging noise in no way interfere
with the identification of significant features of the valve signature,
but by virtue of the distinctive nature of its spectral structure it actual17
proves valuable in identifying whether the valve is in the open or closed
state.
4.3 Distinctive Peature Correlates
It was one of the purposes of this investigation to establish,
where possible, relationships between distinctive features of the sonic
signatures of the valves during operation and the corresponding mechanical
events. Many such relationships were, in fact, found and are discussed
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throughout Sec±ion 2.4 of this report. A summary of these findings appears
in Section 2.4.5.
The physical valves themselves were not available for mechanical
study and operational analysis, but assembly drawings were supplied. For
the purpose of correlation between sonic features and mechanical events,
the parametric plots were found particularly valuable.
In general, the behavior of the amplitude traces on these plots
provided excellent cues %o event timing. Although the amplitudes of specific
peaks in these plots varied somewhat during successive similar valve opera-
tions, their times of occurrence were found to be quite stable. In the
cases of the S3D valves, star% and finish of blade motion could be deter-
mined with considerable accuracy. The behavior of the highest frequency
centroid (F4) was also a valuable timing cue because it permitted detection
of the first sonic recognition of turbulence caused bY the actuating gas
flow well in advance of the s±ar% of blade motion. In the F1 lox valves
studied, amplitude cues permitted virtually positive identification of three
critical timing features. These were the start of operation of the four way
valve which reverses direction of actuating gas flow, the finish of operation
of this valve (with direction of gas flow reversed) and the finish of motion
of the lox poppet valve. There was a slight uncertaint 7 (of only a few
milliseconds) about the tiaLing of the start motion of the poppet valve, but
this was established as occurring either at the conclusion of, or very
shortly after the conclusion of, resumption of gas flow following reversal.
It was also possible, at least to estimate the time of contact between the
end of the poppet valve shaft and the sequence actuator arm for both the
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opening and closing events of the fuel valve.
Aside from timing information, other insights could also be
inferred from study of the parametric plots. For example, during the
closing event of the F1 fox valve, a nearly monochromatic tone was observed
in one of the frequency parametric traces (P2). This tone occurred con-
sistently at 6.62 kc and could be correlated with the half wavelength
resonance of the poppet valve shaft which was believed to be excited by
"slip-stick" friction. In other valve operation, characteristic frequency
centroids suggested orificial resonances rather than vibrational motion
of mechanical parts because they were found to occur over an interval during
which the valve motion was known to have ceased.
When this i_vesti_a%ion was first begun, it was hoped that data
from valves known to be defective in one way or another could be provided
for analysis. It was desired to compare the signature features of such
valves w_th those produced by valves considered essentially normal.
Unfortunately, data from known defective valves could not be made available.
However, this in no way vitiates the favorable prediction for feasibility
of successful malfunction detection by automated means because the devia-
tions occurring within the course of successive operations of normal valves
display so small a spread that a significant departure could not possibly
escape recognition. This is unquestionably true of event timing and
positive proof lies in the fact that during the operations of the normal
valves, three specific instances of aberrant behavior occurred and were quite
easily detected. Two of these involved the S3D fuel opening events. In
operations 1 and 11, the time from first detection of actuating gas turbulence
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was markedly longer than normal. The valve blade motion time, on the other
hand, was decidedly shorter. The conclusion was virtually certain that in
the cases of these two events there had been momentary sticking or binding
of the valve mechanism and that the gas pressure had to build up to a higher
value before motion started. When it did start finally, the mechanism moved
at a faster than normal rate, thus completing the motion time of the event
in less than the usual time. The timing deviations were of the order of
tens of milliseconds. Such periods are easily detected because the measure-
ment procedures employed permit a precision of less than one millisecond.
The other abnormal or atypical event concerned the Pl lox valve and occurred
during the first closing event of a series of successive operations. In
this case the duration of the event was about 100 milliseconds longer than
the mean of the other closings which were in excellent agreement among
themselves. In addition, the monochromatic tone in F2 (previously mentioned)
and certain other distinctive features of the other closing event signatures
were missing.
Thus, it was entirely possible, in many instances, to correlate
valve signature features with mechanical aspects of valve operation, even
though the valves themselves were not available for study. In particular,
it was found possible to determine timing of critical valve events with
very high precision. This was true both for the S3D valves and for the F1
lox valve analyzed. I% is of particular significance that the lox valve
purging noise did not significantly impair the determination of event timing
and other mechanical features of importance.
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4.4 Influence of Sensor Locations
In each of the valves studied, data was simultaneously derived
from various sensors (Bndevco accelerometers) attached to judiciously
selected sites on the valve bodies and on related parts such as actuator
housings and the like. In general, for a given valve event the overall
signature corresponding to a given sensor location will differ significantly
from that derived from another location. This is because both distance from
the site of origin of a specific sonic event and the effects of local cavity
resonances, where present, tend to modify the signature pattern as it is detected
at one sensor location or another.
The relation between sensor location and the consequent signature
is discussed in Section 2.5. As an example of the influence that location
plays in determining signature pattern, the F1 lox valve may be sited. In
this case, the data analyzed was derived from two sensors. One was located
at purging port Y which is near the poppet valve seat. The other was located
on an end housing near the sequence valve actuator assembly. It was judged
that data derived from the second sensor would, under normal circumstances,
be sufficient to define timing and other important parameters associated
with normal valve operation. The other sensor, because of its position near
the seat, produced more marked amplitude peaks in the parametric plots assoc-
iated with the seating events. However, in terms of the real goal which is not
merely that of feature analysis but malfunction detection, regardless of
specific source within the valve or associated mechanism, it cannot be urged
too strongly that multiple sensors be employed in a practical automated accept/
reject system. At !e_t two !ocztions sh__,!d be used, preferably one on the
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valve body at some strategic point and another located so that it can easily
detect sonic signals from actuating or other peripheral valve parts. The use
of more than one sensor would greatly enhance the reliability of malfunction
detection by enhancing the probability of detecting a significant abnormal cue.
4.5 Summa17 of conclusions.
The results leave no doubt that for all acoustical signatures examined
under this effort, for both the S3D and P1 valves, the potential is extremely
great for the instrumentation of an automatic flaw detection system which will
reject valves that deviate b7 a given preassignable threshold from a base-line
pattern with an extremely high degree of confidence. The signatures thus far
examined are stable in their representation, are interpretable in terms of
known mechanical features of the valves and can be presented in an efficient
parametric form suitable for the implementation of an automatic system capable
of rejecting fauli7 operating valves.
An __mportant p__ece of instrumentation has been developed for accomm-
odating automatic pattern recognition. In the text, it is referred to simply
as the parametric analyzer. This parametric analyzer performs a function that
is critical to the future implementation of a completely automatic flaw
detection system for valve acceptance or rejection. It extracts from the
relatively complicated spectrum pattern a set of parameters that more
efficiently retain the pattern information content and therefore are more
suitable for implementation of an automatic pattern recognition system.
Because of the important role played by the parametric data processor, and
because of its unique design, incorporating principles established by Melpar
prior to the performance of this contract, the special name "SON_ODBR" has
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been selected %0 iden%ify %he device. I± is closely modeled af%er principles
developed by Melpar for i%s work on %he Porman% Vocoder.
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5. RBC_ATIONS
The investigstion performed thus far has revealed that acoustical
signatures generated by appropriately located accelerometer-type transducers
are bearers of significant information that can be related to internal
features of the valve.
As indicated in the foregoing, the goal has been to develop a base-
line pattern against _hich individual operations of the valve are compared
for classification as acceptable or non-acceptable. To emphasize this base-
line concep%t a sketch of a pattern called a Skeleton Diagram, that results
from the statistical analysis of the Pl lox valve openings on track 2 is
illustrated in Figure 35. Indicated on this diagram are the graphical counter-
parts for each of the measures used in the statistical analysis as tabulated
in Table VII. Both the mean value of each measure and its dispersion are
indicated. Actually, in implementing an automated recognition system the
description of such a pattern would be effectively stored in the recognizer
and decisions as to the acceptability or non-acceptability of a valve would
be based on the measure of the deviation of the acoustical signature from
the base-line patterns. Recognition is achieved by first determining effect-
ively the difference between each parametric measure on the acoustical
signature to be recognized and that established for the base-line weighted
inversely in accordance with the observed dispersion for that parametric
measure and then summin E these to establish an overall "miss-distance"
estimate. If this miss-distance estimate is less than a pre-established
threshold, then the valve is acceptable. If it is greater, the valve is
rejected. Our pattern recognition technique also permits the introduction of
cost weighting data which effectively permits the introduction of apriori
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estimates of the relative importance of individual feature characteristics
to establishing the recognition process.
It is recommended now, that a more concentrated effort be initiated
to firmly establish base-line patterns for al_l valve types on the F1 engine.
The effort expended in l_hase I has accomplished its principal objective,
namely, that of demonstrating the existence of significant and reliable
information content in acoustical signatures. The effort was mainly concen-
trated on valves of a single, obsolete S3D engine and on too few samples of
a single F1 engine fox valve. What is now required is a concentrated and
expanded effort to analyze several varieties of valves on several engines.
An opportunity appears to exist in connection with the Saturn 5
program. A Saturn 5 is now being assembled at the Marshall Space Plight
Center in Huntsville. Its five F1 engines, each possessing two sets of lox,
gas generator and fuel valves, offer an ideal situation in which to establish
base-line pattern recognition data for each of the F1 engine valve types.
If indeed data can be obtained from all valves on all five engines, suffic-
iently large samples of different engine signatures could be accumulated
to permit the establishment of an absolute base-line signature for use as
an acceptance or rejection criterion for each F1 engine valve type. A
minimum of 20 operations of each valve on each engine should be used for
establishing the base-line reference patterns. This number will assure a
high degree of confidence in establishing both the base-line pattern and the
dispersion from the base-line pattern. Of course, it is recommended that
multiple sensors should be mounted on each valve. Assuming for the moment
that data from four sensors is analyzed for each valve operation, the ±oral
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number of signatures to be analyzed for the six valves is 2400. This is of
course a very great number of signatures to consume and to accomplish the
effort i% is intended %o employ digital computer computation extensively,
using as input data to the computer the outputs generated b7 the parametric
data processor (Sonacoder).
It is the conviction of the investigators responsible for the
performance of this study that a very significant contribution to assure
that all space vehicle engine valve units will operate properly at the
instant of vehicle launch lies in pattern recognition analysis of the
acoustica/ signature. It also appears that the critical analysis of valve
operation made possible b7 study of the spectral pattern of the acoustical
signature will serve as a valuable new tool in research on space vehicle
engine valve design.
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